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Nabor Ortiz, Under Indict- Mogollon Mail Held Up for Senator Curtis Gives Straight- - Seven Thousand Deaths From Crown Prince of Siam
Second Time in Less
forwaid Testimony
ment in Torrance County
sists Upon Having Wife
Reported Last
Than Two Weeks
in Los Angeles Jail
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of His Own Choosing
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$20,000

MEETS

BULLION

IS STOLEN CONVERSATION

TAFT PANIC FOLLOWS THE EPIDEMIC OBJECTS

WITH

TO

ra

SHE

Entertainment at
Elks' Theater on Thursday Evening

Concert

MORE THAN QHEfMUSIGftLNUMBERSAND

DRILLS

Four Arrests Are Made for Half of This Recovered Already Together With Sherman He Had Industry in Towns and on Farms Insurgency Rife in That Distant Clever Dramatic Skit Entitled
Is Paralyzed by Grim
Violation of Territorial
Asiatic Empire on That
"His Old Sweethearts" on
by Territorial Mounted
Opposed the Murray
Police.
Fear
Game Laws.
Account.
Claim.
Program.
,

Governor Mills presided today over
the deliberations of the territorial
board of education which met in the
hall of representatives at the capitol
to pass upon the applications for professional teachers' certificates. There
are above fifty applicants. Besides
the governor there-werpresent: Superintendent of Public Instruction
James E. Clark Dr. William E. Garrison, of Mesilla Park; professor C. M.
Light, of Silver City; Superintend! "it
Thomas W. Conway, of Raton; Dr. E.
McQueen Gray, of Albuquerque; Attorney W. G. Haydon, of Las Vegas,
and Superintendent Bias Sanchez, of
Mora. The vancancy caused by the
retirement of Brother Walter as president of St. Miachel's College has not
yet been filled by Governor Mills.

The mail stage from
Si. Petersbuis, Aug.
6. Russia's
Mogollon,'
0.
Xot
Aug.
Muskogee,
Okla.,
southwestern Socorro county, to Sil- only United States Senator Curtis, of scourge, the cholera, continues to
with alarming rapidity, particver City, Grant county, was held up Kansas, but also
Sher- ularly in ihe southern mining disfor the second time in less than two man
rf the contract tricts and in St. Petersburg, where
disapproved
weeks, last night, just one mile out- whereby an
"attorneys' fee" of three conditions are fast approaching the
of the great epidemic of
side of Mogollon, on top of the hill, million dollars was to
be allowed in proportions
l!iiS. In the week ending July :!0,
within sight of the hold up a little
over a week ago, when three women the sale of thirty million dollars' there were 13,244 cases of cholera repassengers were relieved of $613 in worth of Indian lands in Oklahoma, ported, and 0,944 deaths. In answer
cash. This time, the robbers, shot This assertion was the substance ofj to an appeal from the mine owners,
the government took special measthe driver through the back so that the
testimony given by Senator Curtis' ures to check the epidemic and the
he fell dead from his seat and helped
themselves to eight bars of gold bul- today before a committee appointed panic which threatened to stop the
lion valued at $20,000. Four of these by the House of Representatives to in- - production of coal and iron in South
were recovered this forenoon by Ter- vestigate what is known as the Mc-- j Russia. The government today decidritorial Mounted Policemen Beals and Murray contracts. Senator Curtis re-- j ed to send a special commission to
Brooks who with posses are hot on lated the details of a conversation study the situation and organize sanithe trail of the dastardlv outlaws. Mo- - that took place within the House last tary preventive work. Around
the panic has practically
gollon is the biggest gold producer in April between President Taft, Vice- .ew Mexico at present and is con- - president Sherman and himself. The (stopped the transport of crops.
necteci witn silver City, 75 miles away senator explained that he was a mem-- '
by telephone and stage line. This her of the senate committee on Indian ' SUBSTITUTE FOR AIR
BRAKE IS INVENTED.
second outrage has aroused the minaffairs, had been for fourteen years
ing camp to a high pitch of excitement a member of the house committee and
Principle of Device is Exceedingly
and if the robbers are caught it may
Sherman had been
Simple But One Difficulty is
fare badly with them. Mounted Po- that
committee.
Still to Be Overcome.
liceman Beal and Brooks were work- chairman of the house
Senator
"The
Curtis,
said
President,"
San
Antonio,
Texas, Aug. 6. If tlie
in
the
of
the first holdup.
ing
vicinity
Another report says that the rob- "suggested the possibility of reopen- theories and model demonstrations of
bers secured twelve bars of bullion. ing the question of Indian enrollment. a new brake invented by ,T. D. Willseems that there are about 14,000 iams of this city, prove anything, the
They cut the long distance teleplhone It
In- - air brake as used on
railroad rolling
wire, which, however, wTas easily re- claimants who assert that they are
rolls.
off
were
who
dians
and
the
left
stock will soon be a thing of the past.
paired. The robbers are headed toward Old Mexico one report says, I told the President it would be a Mr. Williams has a brake which will
while another has it that they are serious mistake to reopen that ques-- : utilize the momentum of the train as
headed toward Alma and the Arizona tion. The President then asked about the agent to bring it to a stop. By
McMurray, and what we thought means of levers connected with the
line.
about allowing ten per cent attorney's drawheads, the brake will be applied
Driver Thrown Into the Road.
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 6. Further re- fees. Both Mr. Sherman and I replied automatically as soon as the engineer
the speed of me train by cutports from Mogollon say that Driver we did not believe the Indians needed . reduces
off steam or braking the engine
per-ting
on
ten
of
basis
the
any
attorneys
Jose Dominguez was shot dead, and
itse'f. The principle applied is very
thrown into the road by the bandits, cent."
to
simple, and consists of the momenthe
out
We
that
give
,
pointed
who then drove off the stage and rob-tum of the car acting against an obde-bed it. When the stage was two and attorneys such fees simply would
offering resistance. As the enmuch
of
Drive.
that
Indians
ject
profit
half hours overdue at Glenwood, tha
loses in speed the drawhead of
gine
anteed
That
the
them
government.
by
Jake Rousl, who was to relieve
the first car is pressed against the
our
formed
of
substance
the
talk,
Dominguez, started out to meet him,
drawhead of the
and causes
and found the body in the road. The! More Charges Again McMurray.' that of the car to engine
recoil against the
Okla..
Aug.
Muskogee.
mail sacks were not molested. The
charSes of attempted bribery in Okla-th- e springs. The brake levers are conshipment that was looted was from homa
lean1 deals were made before nected with the beam of the
Ernestine Mining Company at
and as the latter is pushed back
the
congressional investigation
Mogollon. Postaffice inspectors were
is set in proportion to the
the
brake
D. C. Mccurtain, a
mittee today.
'
tfhe initial shock.
Choctaw Indian, son of the governor force of impact of
The same condition is immediately
" CTta
LI PTON'S YACHT SHAM ROCK
to all other cars in the
tribe testified that J P. Mc transmitted
that
WAS DISMASTED TODAY.
and
in existence until
train
remains
Murray had offered him $25,000 to ap- the train stops
or the enaltogether
a land deal.
s
King Alfonso of Spain Had Been a prove
gine relieves the tension on the
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TEXAS COUNTY OFFICIALS

Injured.
Warden E. T. Laguire
TO FORM A TRUST.
r' olfax county, arrested Crist Cuni-- " Isle of
6.
Thomas
Wright, Aug.
:"r hunting without a license. Cu-- t
Another Feature of Democratic GovLipton's yacht Shamrock on which
was fined $50.
ernment in the Lone Star
Alfonso
was
a
of
guest,
Spain,
King
(H ed in Penitentiary for Safe KeepState.
was dismasted today in a stiff breeze
ing
and
with
rain
falling.
heavy
". .alto Lobato
was brought down blowing
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 6. If the
No one was injured on board of the
Taos last evening by Antonio Rl- and District Clerk's AssociCounty
Shamrock and only the top mast was
ind Pablo Quintana, for safe carried
now in convention in this city,
ation,
away.
.
its way, all Texas county judges,
ig. Lobato i3 accused of a mur-jhas
An Unlucky Boat.
'
immitted last December.
commissioners,
county and district
6.
seems
to
Ill
luck
Cowles, Aug.
tax
assessors, coun- collectors,
(clerks,
Requisition Papers Issued,
follow Sir Thoma3
in entertain- rnor Mills today issued requi-- : irxr rnvl on,OCta MLipton
hi
Ueasuieis, aim BUCHUS will Lu. ui a"
TraM,t
..
to protect their
papers upon the governor of
Edward had a miraculous escape organization designed
King
lia, for the return of Nabor in 1901 on board of Shamrock II, when common interests. Primarily the in;:
f Estancia, who is in jail at
stick
the challenger for the America's cup tention is to wield tne big measthe proposed fee law, a
geles, California, and who is was dismasted during a
against
in
the
squall
'
;.r,
ure which would provide a uniform
in Torrance county for embez-:'- - Solant, and the
heavy stellmast and and
and "bilking" people. It is
reasonable charge for the servdown on deck.
came
wreckage
:
ices of the various public officers
that Ortiz owes something
510,000 in New Mexico.
named. As matters stand now a great
'
deal of latitude is allowed them in
Reappointed District Clerk.
tte Justice Edward R. Wright
this respect, but many complaints
!"
d today that he had
having been heard as to alleged overJharles P. Downs as district
charges a bill regulating all fees was
the Sixth Judicial District,
and now awaits action by the
ASSERT RIGHTS framed
next legislature. In order to defeat
quarters at Alaniogordo. Mr.
!'
3 now served under
several
the bill a great amount of political
;1 has established a record
pressure would be necessary and one
cy and integrity.
the first objects of the new organi- of
.;.!
Conference of Western Govzation would be to exert this. In othernors to Consider
" N OF COAL OIL
er words the association proposes to
vN BRITISH SUBMARINE.
fight any meddling with their sine
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population of 78,800,
tccora..infr t3 J!u. census bureau. This
U aI!
oi' 34,167, or 76.6 per
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" r 190O.
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Tucumcari, X. M., Aug. C The Republican county convention for the
nomination of delegates to the consti-tutionaconvention, met at the court
house in Tucumcari. The convention
was called to order by Charles Kohn,
of Montoya, chairman of the Republican county central committee. A. D.
Goldenberg, as secretary, read bis report. H. II. McElroy was selected as
temporary chairman and Royal Prentice as secretary, N. V. Gallegos acting as interpreter. Nominations were
then made on call of precincts. The
following names were placed in nomination: Reed Holloman, Tucumcari;
Charles Kohn, Montoya; H. h. Boone,
Tucumcari; Williard Belknap, Xara
Visa; James McFarland, Logan; Dr.
E. S. Haywood, San Juan, and T. A.
Windsor, House. Upon ballot the folMcFarland,
lowing vote was cast:
35; Holloman, 35; Kohn, 35; Windsor,
27; Hayworth, 27; Boone, 8; Belknap,
8. The county being entitled to five
delegates the first five were declared
nominated.

j

public.

.

Five Candidates
Selected to Make
Run for Delegates to the Constitutional Convention.

;
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Vice-Preside-

Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed R.
S. Baker, of Shiprock, San Juan county, a notary public.
Recommitted to Insane Asylum.
Judge Edward R. Wright today recommitted to the insane asylum at
Las Vegas, P. J. Chavez, of Revuelto,
Quay county, who had already spent
some time at that institution arl who
has relapsed into imbecility.
Arrested by Mounted Police.
Mounted Policeman Beal arrested
Juan Armijo at Los Palomas, Sierra
county, for assault with a deadly
weapon. Armijo was held under
bail for the district court.
Game Law Violators Punished.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable this forenoon reported the punishment of four violators of the game
laws. Near Chloride,''ierra county,
Joseph Oliver and 'orrant Milligan
were arrested by Supervisor Goddard,
f Magdalena, Socorro county, for hav-n- g
in the possession deer hides. They
ere fined. Ross M. Atkinson was
by Supervisor Goddard for kill-;:turkey. The forest supervisors
id rangers are also deputy game
irdens and are helping much to ar-st violators of the game laws and to
3vent violations.
Supervisor God-- d
refused to accept his share of the
v; 3s so as to demonstrate that the
' ests were not made for mercenary
poses, but simply out of duty to

i

j

San Francisco, Cal., Aug. C. Insurgency has broken loose in a new quarter, according to Rev. William C.
Dodd, Presbyterian missionary
who
arrived here yesterday from Siam.
The crown prince of that country is
adding grey hairs to the head of his
royal father King Chulalongnorn,
has stirred the country generally by
defying the traditions of a long
line in refusing to marry his
sister. From time immemorial it has
been the Siamese custom of the crown
prince to wed his sister, or if the king
has not a daughter, one of his father's
numerous wives. But the present
crown prince has asserted his independence much to the wrath of his
royal parents by publicly declaring
that he intends to have but one wife
and that one of his own choosing.

SCARCITY OF SILVER
DOLLARS AT DOUGLAS.
Government

an-ur-

-

6.-- Gov-

car-natur-

man-eatin-

g

Refused to Pay Freight
Stringency
Resulted.

on Coin and Financial

Douglas, Ariz., Aug. 6.

The govern-

ment's refusal to pay freight on shipments of silver coin from the San
Francisco and New Orleans mints has
created a metal money famine in this
city. Silver dollars are conspicuous
by their absence and the situation is
WESTERN TRAINMEN WILL
becoming acute by reason of the
ASK MORE WAGES. bank's efforts to popularize dollar
St. Louis, Aug. 6. A definite plan bills. To relieve the stringency, the
for a wage increase of conductors and banks have decided to pay the freight
trainmen of railroads west of the Mis- on large shipments of silver dollars.
sissippi river may be determined tonight, allowing final confirmation today between President Lee of the Order of Railway Trainmen and mem- JAILS CROWDED
bers of the Western Association- - of
Railway Trainmen. It is said the question will probably go to a vote of the
SUFFOCATION
men in the next thirty or forty days.

ID

.

Ali!a, by T. B. Lozy.

The Ladies' Glee Club
Asplund. Mrs. Ilardshar, Mrs.
Robinson. Miss Alonso. Miss Beau,
Miss Bergen1, Miss Bishop, Miss
Cheshire, Miss Church, Miss Cran-il- a
11, Miss
Marrnon, Miss McFie,
Miss Amelia McFie, Miss Weltmer.
Accompanist, Miss Brown. Violins,
Mrs. Bean. Miss Wood, Miss Witt-maRoger Fiske. Violincello, Miss
Bean. Director, Mrs. Rapp.
2.
Violin Solo Selected
Miss Norma Fiske
Hazel Sparks, pianist: Master Alan
McCord, drummer.
:!
Fancy Figures
Tvveuty-Fou- r
Little Maids
.,
Ynez Otero, Rosina Bergere, May
Louise
Dorothy Hayward,
Hayward. Ruth Moore, Marjory FriBeatrice Selig-maday, Flora Was-neAda Rodriguez, Margaret
Bessie Adine Owen, Leotba
Stephens, Gertrude Elliott, Helen
Walker, Susie Nornient, Mary Wagner. Mary Moore, Charlotte Elliott,
Adelaide Hahn,
Thelma
Blandy,
Helen Mayes, Imogene Miller and
Kathleen Rolls.
4. Vocal Solo Arioso
from "La
Mort de Jeanne d'Arc". . .Bernberg
Mis Mary McFie; accompanist, Miss
Marian Bishop.
5. Violin Solo "Mazurka de Concert"
Musin
Miss Virginia Bean, Mrs. Bean accompanist.
6
Songs Selected. Miss Ruth Rollins
Mrs. Bean accompanist.
7.
Swing Song
From "The Rollicking Girls."
Julia Jaffa, Miriam Cartwright, Hazel
Sparks, Amelia McFie, Eleanor Jaffa, Edith Marmon,
Carolyn Michaels, Anita Baca, Pauline Kinsell,
Helen Winter, May Bergere, Clarl-be- l
Fischer, Evelyn McBride, Isabel Walker, Annie Kaune, Dorothy
Safford, Madeline Mills, Alice Coors,
Elizabeth Coors,
Opal Safford,
Blanche Roberts, Dorliska Crandall,
Nellie Friday, Ada Harvey, Mona
Baca, Anna Dorman, Etta Moore,
Ruth Rollins, Minnie Creamer .Antonio Luna, Luna Bergere, Wallace
Fiske, George Elliott, John Roberts.
Morton Seligman, Fritz Muller, Jose
Diaz, Eugene Harvey. Dillman Kin-selMrs.

Mar-titKx-

r,

Mc-Brid- e,

l.

Violin Solo "To Spring" By Grieg
Miss Virginia Bean, Mrs. Bean, Accompanist.
JOSEPH WENDLING MAY
Neidlinger
LEAVE DENVER TODAY. Honduran Prison Resembles 10. Serenade,
'Tis a Dream
Ah,
Hawley
Denver, Colo.,
Aug. 6. Joseph
Terrible Black Hole of
The Ladies Glee Club.
Wendling, wanted in Louisville on the
11. "His Old Sweethearts". . .Palmer
Calcutta
charge of murdering eight year old
Gus Koch
The Bachelor
Alma Kellner, will probably start fori
Mona Baca
Bettie
that city today ln custody of LouisNellie Friday
ville officers. The latter are taking SEVERAL CAPTIVES TORTURED Kate
Ruth Bishop
Blanche
every precaution to keep from the
Elizabeth
Wittman
Amy
over
public the departure and road
Mildred
Mrs. Charles D. Miller
which they are traveling, fearing a More Than a Hundred Members
Amelia McFie
Clara
of Best Families Held on
possible demonstration upon their ar- Flo Moore
Jeanette
rival at Louisville.
Helen
Mary Foree
Suspicion.
Ethel Church
Tegia
White Cappers Busy in Dona Ana
Mary
6.
New Orleans,
Specials "The Garden of Dreams" May Bergere
Aug.
County Dr. J. H. Kennedy and fam-- i from San
Pedro Sula, Spanish HonSylvia Bardshar, Minnie Curns.
ily at La Union, Dona Ana county,
duras,
Miss Marian Bishop
bring to mind the horrors of the Piano
complained to the authorities that five
masked men rode up to their shack, Black Hole of Calcutta. According
fired through a window and drove to these specials the jail there is TROOPS REQUESTED TO
FIGHT FOREST FIRES.
them off their claim at night.
j packed with
political prisoners. It is
Killed By Lightning While driving said that in three small cells more
Washington, D. C, Aug. 6. A rebetween Cedarvale, Torrance county, than a hundred men are crowded aland Corona, Lincoln county, Walter' most to a point of suffocation. Some quest has Deen made for troops to proBraemer was killed by a bolt of light- of the most influential natives are tect the national forests of Montana
ning on Thursday. The man and his among the prisoners suspected of be- and Idaho from fires and to assist In
two horses, both of which were killed, ing implicated in an alleged move- extinguishing the flames.
General
were not found until yesterday morn- ment to overthrow the government. Wood, chief of staff has applied to
ing. The body will be shipped to Several suspects are said to have President Taft for an order authorizBraemer's former home at Moberly, been tortured in an effort to wring ing the use of soldiers for this
Missouri.
confessions from them.
!

j

j

resolution passed at one of the
flRIPPTTfl EPHTPJII PflMTDfll 'sessions calls upon all other county
UDuLUl IU rLULnHL UUll I llUL; officer's organizations "to amalgamate
the political influence of the various
into one concrete body
Want to Reserve to Common- organizations
and t0 advocate such legislation as
wealth Power Sites and Nat- - will be beneficial to them and to
will be detri- ' tagonizej that which
Resources.
'mental." Another resolution proposes
to look after the ambitious politicians
Seattle, Washington, Aug.
who from time to time nave made ln.
ernors Norris of Montana, Brooks of roads on tlle fees of
public pfflciais.
Wyoming and Spry of Utah, (have
go far only a few of the organiza.
written Governor Hay endorsing his tion, interested in the movement have
plan for holding a conference this Deen heard tfrom. favorably and there
fall at Salt Lake City to discuss con- - ls
nothing that would indicate that
servation and consider means to keep the intention of the County and Decontrol of the water power and other trict clerk's Association can be
resources by the inland state rje(j out.
governments Instead of allowing the
national government
to
assume
p. H. McDermott Eaten By Sharks
charge. Governor Brooks suggested
P. H. McDermott, a mine operator
that the conference be held in Den- - of steeple Rock, Grant county, was
ver and that the executives of all eaten by sharks in
Nlcaraguan waters,
states west of the Mississippi river He was out in a boat
on a bay when
will be invited to attend. This sug- he fell overboard in some manner and
gestion is being considered.
fish.
became a prey for the
' A

-

ficulty yet to be overcome by the inventor is that it would be impossible
to back a train up without setting
every brake to a degree where not a
wheel would move. Mr. Williams is
sanguine, however, as to his ability
to solve this problem.
Should the expectations of tlhe inventor prove true, railroads would
save a great deal of money both in
the installment and maintenance of
brake appliances in their rolling stock,
the new brake costing very little and
(requiring practically no care.

Local talent has prepared an entertainment at the Elks' theatre on next
Thursday evening that will be pleasing and novel, to the audience that
will crowd the house,
weeks already there have been practice and
rehearsals under the auspices of the
Woman's Aid Society of the Presbyterian church, and the public 13 promised
a treat, which is very welcome, in the
season when entertainments and theatrical attractions are
few and far between. The tickets will
be 50 cents a piece, to which 25 cents
is added when the seat is reserved.
The entire lower house and the two
first tiers of the balcony are to be reserved.
Tickets will be placed on
sale next week and it is already apparent that there will not be a vacant
seat in the theatre on Thursday evening when the curtain goes up and the
following program is rendered:
1.
Pilgrims of the Night

,

i

;

9.

t
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Old Wheat'

C

ii

DYSPEPSIA

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

F.

Telephone

No.

0

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

AP

Diamonds, WatciiH, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leatht)i and Leather Ebony

Goods.

The blacksmith sings as his anvil
lings
Of the town of Xothing-tu-Do- ,
the
And vows in his sons, though
road is long'.
When with anvil and forge he's
through
He will wander far where the glad
folks are
And will rest in that happy town,
He dreams of the day when he'll put
for aye
trie lifnmniir .i rwl nnrnn rfnwn
Oh, it matters not what the toiler's
lot,
Be it preacher or soldier brave,
Though he drive a ditch, be he great
or rich,
lie he judge oi statesman grave,
He dreams always of thp future days
Yhen he's faced life's test and his
hands will rest,
And his time to toil is through.
folks tell me who
But Xothing-to-Do- ,
Have journeyed the hills and found
it,
Is a hollow fake, and a big mistake,
For the streams of care surround it;
And the people there, they all declare,
Are gloomy and sad and sighing,
And they yearn for strite, for the joy
of life
Is something to do worth trying.
Detroit Free Press.

n

MlMflD

mmun

PITV

T11DIPC

uni lunuu

6, 1910,

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

)

CLEARANCE SALE
FOR ONE WEEK

August 1st to August 6th

boo-uin-

Bobolink

CALL

MIL UillLI

Having taken your wonderful 'Casca- rets' for three months and being entirely
catarrh and dyspepsia,
THE TOWN OF NOTHING TO DO. cured of stomach
I think a word of praise is clue to
'Cascarets' for their wonderful composiTli.
ay somewhere in the distance tion. I have taken numerous other
fair,
remedies but without avail, ai.d I
Is I he town of Xothing-to-Do- ,
find that Cascarets relieve more ia a day
Where lite sun, tin y say, shines every- than all the others I have taken wouldin
'
a year."
James McOune,
day
ioS
Mercer
St., Jersey C:t , N. J.
tlx-skies art' always blue;
And
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good.
Where no one tries for a silver prize
or Gripe.
Do Good. Never SickoAVf:ik-;e
for
10c.25c.50e. Never soU in hw'.:. The
one
And no
strives
gold;
C C C. Guaranteed to
tablet
stamped
There every race has taken place
813
cure or your money back.
And everv tale has been told.

imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy

WE

rue nmiv

SATURDAY, AUGUST

All

1

Death of Manuel Castillo
Castillo, a car repairer on the saniAj c00 weather Yesterday Judging
Fe, died yesterday.
by the official reports of the weather
Sold Drink to Minors Peter Doni men, the mercury took a day off yes-celwas fined $10 and costs at
in respect to the cloudburst of
at
buquerque for selling drink to minors. the day before. The maximum
Big Fire at Hope At Hope, on the; 3:30 p. m. was only 73 degrees and
Penasco in northeastern Eddy county, the minimum was 55. The relative
a fire destroyed $10,000 worth of prop-- ! average humidity was 73 per cent,
erty, sweeping almost the entire half; There was a sprinkle of rain over the
of the village.
city and showers in this vicinity. A
Raised Grazing Land Values The year ago today the maximum was 81
board of county commissioners of Col-- degrees and the minimum was 5G with
fax county this week raised the as-- j a sprinkle of rain in the afternoon.
sessment value of grazing lands from
(Continued on Page Eight.)
30 to 40 cents an acre.
School
Associaof
President
Sunday
tion D. A. Porterfield has been elected president of the New Mexico Sun- 1 CHB8CH
day School Association, which held a
session this week at Mountainair.
The Cathedral.
Death of Las Vegas School Teacher
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass,
Miss Ignatia Loyola Dillon, for the
past six years a school teacher at Las 9:30 a. m. with sermon in English.
Vegas, died yesterday. She was a na- - Third mass 10.30 a. m. with sermon in
Spanish. Benediction of the Blessed
tive of Denver and 24 years of age.
Sacrament at 6:30 p. m.
About
Good
Wheat
3,000;
Crop
acres in the vicinity of Roy, Mora;
Guadalupe.
First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass
county, this year produced an aver-- j
age of 11 bushels of wheat per acre: 9:30 a. m. Rosary and Benediction
and in consequence 12,000 acres will 6:30 p. m.
Church of the Holy Faith.
be put into wheat, this fall.
Washout and Wreck Besides a! Eleventh Sunday after Trinity. Sunwashout at Elota yesterday, the San-- day school 9:45 a. m. Holy Comta Fe suffered a wreck. A coach on munion and sermon 11 a. m. F. W.
Rita line in Pratt, Minister in Charge.
the Whitewater-Sant- a
and was!
track
Grant county left the
Presbyterian Church.
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m
completely broken to pieces.
Christian Endeavor Society holds
Bartolo Baca Held for Heinous As- sault Bartolo Baca was held at A1-- ! union services with the Epworth
buquerque under $2,000 bond on thej Leage at the Methodist church at 6:45
m.
charge of criminal assault on a tliir-;p- .
teen' year old Ursuliana Ronquillo , Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
who worked in his household.
Baca! by the Rev. Horace Strong of Albu-i- s
25 years old.
nuerque.
Cattle Dying of Thistle Bloat Two
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
cows ot Raymond hull, seven lmiesiot
northwest of Stanley, southern Santa
Everybody welcome.
Fe county, died of a peculiar malady, St. John's Methodist Episcopal Church
believed to be thistle bloat. The ani
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
mals appeared in good health until
Worship at 11 a .m.
two hours before their death.
Senior League at 7 p. m. (This is a
Lightning Strikes Another House at union meeting of the Endeavor and
Estancia Lightning struck the house
League.)
of Dr. Ewing at Estancia night be
Worship at 7:45 p. m.
fore last, tore out part of the weath
The evening discourse will be of
er hoarding, brought down the plaster
interest to young people.
special
from the walls, smashed a mirror and
Everybody invited.
not
havoc
did
other
but
played
injure
C. F. LUCAS,
the four people in the house at the
Pastor.
time.
Woman Dies at Age of 106 Mrs.
How's This?
Guadalupe de Gallegos, died near
Hundred Dollars ReOne
We
offer
Stanley, southern Santa Fe county, at
case
of Catarrh that canward
for
any
the age of 100 years. She had lived
in New Mexico all her life. A daugh- not be cured by Hall's Catarrh C:re.
F. J. CHENEY, fc CO., Toledo, O.
ter. Maria Miguela Gallegos, who is
We, the undersigned, have known F.
the
seventies, survives
approaching
and beher. Mrs. Gallegos was born in Rio J. Cheney for the last 15 yes
Arriba county and was a devout Calti-olic- . lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
Sues Woodmen for $15,000 Dam- able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
ages In the district court for
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
county yesterday, Caspar M.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Wicburg of Gallup sued the Modern
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
Woodmen of America for $15,0(m dam
ages on account of injuries sustain ally, acting directly upon the blood
ed during an initiation in which he and mucous surfaces of the system.
was 30 "struck, beaten, wounded and Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
roughly assaulted," that he lias been per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
occasioned great ooauy pain, injury
Take Hall's Family Pills fru cott
and suffering."
pation.

Big Sacrifice

11

Denver, Colo., Aug. 6. The
forecast is generally fair to- night and Sunday with station- S ary temperature.

I

a

Lawns were 14 for $1.00 now 20 for $1.00
u
6 for $1.00 now 10 for $1.00
Lienzo "
10 for $1.00 now 12 for $1.00
Marta "
14 for $1.00 now 16 for $1.00
Calicoes "
14 for $1.00 now 16 for $1.00
BIG REDUCTION IN LADIES WAISTS
NOW 75c, $1.00 $1.25 $1.35 $1.65 $2.00

j

The Calls to Arms is one of Bio- graph's strongest dramas. It's a story
of the Middle Ages.
Swing Song Those participating in
the Swing Song are requested to meet
at the IZlks' theater on Monday afternoon at o o'clock.
Annual
Retreat The Sisters of
both St. Catharine's Indian school
and of the Loretto academy will begin this evening tneir annual eight
days' retreat.
Good Rains Over Eastern New Mexico Good rains fell yesterday over
eastern New Mexico. At Estancia,
the flats between the depot and the
town are a lake today.
Santa Clara Dance A number of
local people
contemplate attending
the Indian dance at Santa Clara, 20
miles north of Santa Fe, on August 12.
Little Maids The 24
Twenty-fou- r
iittle maids who are taking part in
as
the "'Fancy Figures" will meet
i
usual at the Elks' theater on Monday
Manuel afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

Summer Goods at

,

Ladies Skirts now $1.00 $1.35 $2.00. Ladies
Suits and Dresses must be Sold. Ladies and
Children Oxford Ties ALL GO AT COST.
Ladies Parasols at a Bargain
Summer Vests Good Quality 2 for 25c.
Summer Vests Better Quality 3 for 25c.
Long Sleeves or Half Sleeves VestsJGood Quality 20c

LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

INS

PITS

SUMMER

AT BIG

CT

REDUCTION.

DONT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY.

SELIGMAN BROS CO.
1

(M!

li

AHUFAGTURER

Spitz

JEWELER

j

1

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY INSCRIPTION

IN OUR LINE DONK TO OEDKK

OK WORK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
ofurs and hides for rugs and robes

B

Highest prices paid for raw furs

F.

FRANK
GKNKRAL
PHONK
BLACK

of all

j
'

kinds

j

GORMLEY
MERCHANDISE

SANTA FE, N, M,

19

MUHCEfflTS

CANON

436

ROAD

46 -

WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR
GOODS.

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.

i

MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
125
i,aJhunht 130 RED
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

f

Onion
Alfalfa Seed.
lit kinds ef Garden and Fit Id Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr,

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Haj,
Salt

lid

i

S

1

j

Mi

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

HATS

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S E.

Corner of Plaza.

RATON

icreened

YANKEE

L

j

By the bottle or case

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Jf2STABTi.v!l?5f.
85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a

Protection for yourself demand anAbstract-l- !o you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou cow ovi.?

Absracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
Furnished by

Catron Block

Santa

0

DIAMONDS

Kealty & Insurance Agency

Tel Black 76

Fe, N, M

YOFJTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and

Pled

,'e

Out Glass, China and SiSvcrwar

p

345 San Francisco St.

r?
iiir

;fsir: iusiu,

iiEi::":.

:;ii

iat:, ::JSi,,

;;jEj:i.

0
by
Mefho'tis

.

SAKTFE,
i;aii::

1;iaj;:1,i.i2j.;ji2iLi:

.t,:

jjiiiwniMmaiiaainMBip

j

0"e

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

y

MEXICAN

hardwarco!S We have it.

If it's Hardware

j

DONE.

'W5

icj:;:;,:!:;::!:.::;!

N. M.

;';e;;:: ,jtah

''tai--

-

Nt.':

ESSE"

amtou Water and imported Vichy and
Gingerale, Apollinaris, and Grape Juice.

look's Pharmacy

i

AUGUST

fa

6,
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Popular verdict.

IN

ment, the election of delegates to the
coming constitutional convention is to
be held and conducted in conformity
with the laws existing at the time of
the last general election in 1908, and
" 'Whereas, such provision renders
ineffective the requirements of chapter 105, session acts of 1909 (commonly known as the Roberts election law),
providing for minority representation
on election boards, and
" "Whereas, it is the desire and wish
of the great political parties and or
all loyal citizens that the purity and
sancity of the ballot shall be preserved, and that the action of the parties
charged under the law with the management of the election shall be such
as will be unquestioned, and command
the respect and confidence of every
honest and loyal citiezn, and remove
beyond question any suspicion of unfairness or partisan conduct,
" 'Therefore we, the
undersigned
chairman of the Republican and Democratic central committees of New
Mexico, unite in recommending to the
various boards of county commission-el'- s
of this territory that they appoint
one member of the board of election
judges in each precinct in their respective counties, who does, not belong to the same political party as the
majority of the members or the said
and
board of county commissioners;
that, in making such
appointments
they consult, and as far as possible
follow the advice and recommendation
of the
of the political organizations
party to which such members of
boards of election judges belong.
" 'Very respectfully,
'"II. O. BURSUM.
(Signed.)
" 'Chairman Republican Central Committee.
"'W. B. WALTON,
(Signed.)
" Chairman Democratic Central Com-

NEW MEXICO'S

on Evidence of Santa Fe People

POLITICAL

PASTURES

iteful thousands tell it
uow weak backs were made strong,
William Mcintosh of Mcintosh, Torealc kidneys made well
rance county, is being urged to becorrected.
disorders
Urinary
come a candidate for the constitutionSanta Fe people add their testi-my- . al convention.
They gladly praise Doan's Kidney
One delegate for each twenty vots
his.
For quick relief and lasting cures. or major fraction cast at the lyns
Santa Fe evidence is now complete. election will be the apportionment of
delegates for the Republican county
:'lSanta Fe testimony is confirmed;
convention in this city on August 20.
substantiated.
relief
of
early
"Reports
of
test
Cures doubly proved by
'B. F. Pankey js down from his
ranch today in his auto.
Colonel
Nat a Santa Fe citizen speak.
muel Delgado, 140 Canon St., Pankey has a lightning rod out for
ra Fe, X. ML, says:
a seat in the constitutional convention from this end of the county."
he public statement I gave in
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 Stanley Index.
.

f

fa-o-

holds good. For four or five
of
I was subject to attacks
Uv'.vache which were ?o severe at
es that I was unable to work. I
said to be
p 'd various remedies
;es for troubles such as I had, but
hing benefited me until I procured
mil's Kidney Pills. They promptly
a
roved their worth and effected
My
Aire which has been permanent.
Pills
.experience with Doan's Kidney
I
that
gladly
so
gratifying
has been
recommend them."
,
For sale dv an ucaino.
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
.New York, sole agents for the Tinted
Df--

According to the Raton Reporter,
will be the Republican
candidates in Colfax eounly for the
constitutional convention: C. J. Rob-em- ,
General Manager O'Brian
of
of
Mikesell
Dawson, Mr.
Miami;
Charles Springer of Cimarron,
and
George S. Brown of Raton, with one
and member uncertain.

'States.

the name

Remember

';

The Democrats at Moriarty elected
the following delegates to the Torrance county convention all pledged
to the initiative, referendum and recall: ,T. .M. Smith, C. R. Greenfield, C.
W. Bennett, O. W. Lasaier with
C.
Seitz as alternate.

s

"take no

Doan's

the following

other.

At East Raton, the Democrats have
elected the following delegates to the
Jesus Sa"az)nr,
county (convention:
S. A. Wiseman, Remigio Garcia, J. E.
Gillum, Jacobo Tafoya, John C. Sears,
Victor Montoya. L. Keith, P. A. Tafoya, J. W. Smith, Sotero Valdez, H.
G. Raynolds, Carlos Montoya,
Frank
Goodman, Henrique Chavez, Guadalupe Brito, Emilio Casaus, Max Tafoya, William F. Hufline, C. G. Davis,
Abran Cardenas, W. L. Kegel, Pale- W.
nioii Chavez, Arturo Florez,
L.
Curtis. Miguel Archuleta and James
Duncan.

Notice for Publication.
Serial No. 04G7, 013711.
Jemez Forest.
Not Coal Land.
of
the
Interior,
Department
.

U. S.

Land

at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 12, 1910.
hereby given that Juan
Office

Notice Is
M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
on July 27, 190S, and June 20, 1910,
made homestead entries No. 0467 and
NB
Kn 013711. for SE 4 NW
NE
NE
S
SW
NE
Sec. 19, and W
NE
N 2 SE
1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

4

1--

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

NW
and NW
NE
Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eliseo Lucero,
probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla, N.
M., on the 26th day of August, 1910,
NW

4

1--

1-- 4

1--

Claimant names as witnesses:
Plicido Archuleta, Luciano de
Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio

Her-rera- ,
Tru-jillo-

,

all of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

mittee.'
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UNSIGHTLY ERUPTION
ON

New Mexico Military Institute

FACEAND HEAD
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For Best Laundry Work
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III,.
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Mrs FO. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red

--

r

lire

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Sirrexy maing-

c3.c3a.eto

'8ngai Comfortatle,

FARE

Trip

arrival of
arrives at
any other
and good
Vj

Make Pis

$5.00

KERR'S

:

PLAZABARBER SHOP
For IS years the only
first cla?is tonsorial parlor
in Sant Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
foorl t.n f.nro (nnt nviW
n!isTra iiirtrtrnrr i m. ini hmr ir
ICilCVwii""
nrnor Kr.fti u iti uniiuaa. vv h
.

or hair
.nn
r"r
HERPICIDE,

n.nn rarttfl. t.nnino

DE

LUXE QUININE & FITCH

BATHS

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Ph me us, wewillbegladtocallfor your

'au dry on Mondays and Tuesdays
on Thursdays and Fridays

and-delive- r

All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
s wed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
199! . PWfTMTJ! PBH
TT7T
- w too
pirnvin
XfcM
XI
w,
3

,

"

V

i--J

v
-

i

ed atid modern lr ;iil rep:ets.
RECrKNTS
E. A. Gaboon.
tt, Hamlio,i. Vice Preslrln;; J,

rreasiirt;

free,

"Ilinv to Care fur anil Treat the

Cutc-iirn

and
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claimed. He grasped her hand, hardened by years of heavy work, peered
inio her faded blue eyes, and said:
Guadalupe county Republicans will
"Don't you know my opinion is that
on
Monday.
hold their convention
del- - the average American is
for
candidates
the
always a
leading
Among
egates to the constitutional conven pretty good citizen, but many limes
tion on the Republican ticket are: C. his wife is a better one?" and as the
A. W. automobile moved away the former
C. Henry, of Fort Sumner;
Sando- - president took off his hat to a minP.
and
Jose
of
Cuervo,
The Socialists have decided to open Wiest,
er's wife who was the mother of five
up their campaign in New Mexico in val, of Anton Chico.
children.
an active manner and J. H. Schneider
Pittston made a day of it. The
one of the prominent lecturers of the
The Republicans in Quay county at
Socialistic party, has been assigned their convention on Thursday of this streets were filled with crowds, many
of the houses were decorated with
to New Mexico for the next month to week at Tucumcari, selected the
con-firMags, and children in the streets wavin behalf of the party.
the
for
candidates
The lowing as their
meeting will be held tonight at stitutional convention and indications ed the colors. Everybody cheered as
Mr. Schneider has is- - are very favorable for their election: Colonel Roosevelt, went by.
Albuquerque.
At Duryea, which is populated alReid
sued a challenge for a debate with any Charles Kohn, of Montoya;
of the leaders of the parties now act- - Holloman, of Tucumcari; Fred Mac-iv- e most entirely by miners, the neat, apin New Mexico at any of the meet- - Farland, of Logan, Dr. Hay worth, of pearance of the settlement pleased
s
Colonel Roosevelt immensely. At the
ings of the Socialists relative to the gan joni arui Mr. Windsor of
home of Mrs. Frank Kowalcezeck he
merits of the different par- - rn Quay COUnty.
ties. Of course, every vote for So- found six women already there, and a
cialism is one vote less for the Demo- The Republican convention of Taos good many others .rushed in. As the
cratswill be held at Taos on August colonel was about to leave, after talkcounty
'
20 and the primaries on August 15. ing with the women of their home
At the Republican rally at Las Ve- to one, and pointing,
Thp Democratic convention is to be life, he turned
gas on Thursday evening the speakers he(1 on the game d,,y and at tne same to John .Mitchell, who was at his side,
he said:
were
Cxeorge Curry,
lace althoill;ll thIs has 110t been
Charles A. Spiess and Attorney V. O.
'Do you know who lie is? He is
as
decided
yet.
upon
deflnitely
ouuie or Piuna uaKuia. me raiiy was
John Mitchell."
largely attended and Governor Curry j' The Democrats of Socorro county
The woman started as she heard
in his address complimented Hon. H. have called their convention for Aug- the name of the man who is idolized
O. Bursum and Hon. Charles A. Spiess list 22, at the court house at Socorro. by so
many miners. Then she forgot
for their good work on behalf of state- The primaries are to take place on Colonel Roosevelt completely.
With
hood and especially the former for se-- August 13.
a cry sllie fell on her knees before the
miner, clutched his hands and kissed
curing the adoption by the Republican
national convention of the statehood
Weak women should read my "Book them again and again. Mr. Mitchell
pledge that resulted eventually in the No. 4 for Women." It tells of Dr. raised her to her feet, shook his head
passage of the enabling act by Con- Shoop's Night Cure. Tells how these and backed out of the house. For the
gress and its signing by President soothing, healing, antiseptic supposi- - remainder of the houses he kept in
Taft. The Republican club elected tories, bring quick and certain help. the background.
the following officers after the meet- - Tae
The next stop was at St. Cecilia
js free. Address Dr. Shoop,
ing: Herbert W. Clark, president; D. Racine, Wis. Stripling Burrows Co. school, in the outskirts of Wyoming.
C. Winters,
James S.
Here an amusing incident occurred
at a nearby tavern. A man who apDuncan, Jr., secretary.
INCIDENTS OF ROOSEVELT'S
VISIT TO COAL REGION. parently had been spending a large
"A notable and amusing develop
part of the day in the barroom, was
ment in connection with the discus - j 'vnikesbarre, Pa., Aug. 6. Theodore sleeping on the porch. As Roosevelt's
sion of proposed features ot Arizona s Roosevelt traveled for 150 miles a party rode by the bartender rushed
constitution is the alacrity with which (jay among the mountain mining out, gazed at the travelers and then
towns in the Wyoming valley. He shook the sleeper.
politicians of the 'has been' class
members of the political 'down and mingled with people in all stations of
"Here! Wake up!" he shouted,
out' club are irushing to the tront iife) fr0m the breaker boys, who earn "Roosevelt's going by."
and telling the people what kind of a few dollars a week, to society wom- The reveler rubbed his eyes sleepa constitution they should adopt. All en
are spending the summer at ily and then sprang to his feet.
of these gentlemen are reformers. Glen summit Springs.
"Roosevelt going to buy?" Ihe called
Ballot box stutters, takers of bribes,) An incident typical of the day's hap- - out gladly, and he ran into the barcrooks, are uniting in a Denings occurred at Wyoming, a min- - room. His disappointment was great
IcQiorus of 'reform.' Suggestions as to ing namiet a few miles above Wilkes- - when the colonel did not stop.
the constitution, it considered at an, )atrre. An old Irish woman stepped
At Avondale
Roosevelt
Colonel
should be considered on their merits, up to njm an(ji throwing out her hand, spent the happiest moments of the
of course, and regardless of the sourc- - j exclaimed:
day. The population consists chiefly
es whence they emanate. But the
"Hello, Teddy. You're looking fine." of children, and they gathered about
wide-awak-e
The former president grinned with him in clusters. Little Annie Mcpeople of Arizona are
getting their share of amusement in delight and said he was glad to see Laughlin rushed up breathlessly "My
mamma wants you to come rigfht in
noting the readiness with which sorne iner
e
of our
distinguished citizens
"You're looking fine, too," he said. and see her," she cried. "SOie has got
having in positions of trust betrayed
"Yes, indeed," said she. "I'm strong twelve children."
the people and made records which as you are and you're a fine lump."
The distinguished foe of race sui
stink to high heaven, are trying, by an The colonel drove away, still smil- cide grasped his hat and hastened to
assumption of piety and civic virtue, ing.
the little house. Mrs. McLaughlin
to tell us just what we ought to do In all the colonel passed through was ready for him, and in proof of
in making our constitution. The fifteen towns today.
her assertion she produced
seven
hypocrite and the Pharisee never! Jonn Mitchell, former president of children of various ages. The other
flourish for long, however, and it is the united Mine Workers of Ameri-ou- r five were not at home, and she begged
guess that it will be the sad fate ca. tne ReV- - Father J. J. Curran of the colonel's pardon. On the parlor
of sundry professional reformers to Wilkesbarre, and the Rev. Father J. table was a book, the title of which
learn that they can't 'come back.' "
J. O'Donnell of Stowell, Pa., rode in was printed in gilt letter on the cover.
Arizona Republican.
It read: "The Life of Theodore Roosethe automobile with him.
At Brookside there was one woman velt, the Intellectual Giant." The colMinority Representation on Election in the crowd who appeared to weigh onel picked up the book and said he
Boards.
about 275 pounds. Close by her side was in no way responsible for it.
The following letter, asking for mi- - was a woman who looked as if she
As the party had climbed into the
nority representation on election ' would not tip the beam at 100. The automobile a breaker boy came up at
boards has been addressed to every large woman brought up six children' full speed: "Stop!
Stop!" he cried
one of the 2G boards of county com- - which she isaid were hers, every one; breathlessly. "There is a woman down
missioners of the Territory:
and she introduced them to the col- - the .street who has got eighteen chil"To the honorable boards of county ouel. Then she turned to the small dren and she wants to see you."
commissioners of the various coun- woman and said:
But it was getting late, and Colonel
"Ain't he handsome, Minnie?"
Roosevelt had to proceed without seeties of the territory of New Mexico:
The colonel heard her but looked as ing iter.
"'Gentlemen: Whereas, under the
'
provision of the recent act of Congress ' though he did not believe the compli-- I
enabling the people of New Mexico to ment was meant for him. Then he
form a constitution and state govern- - gave the signal to the chauffeur and
i InUireswd and thould know
amid a chorus of "gooby, Teddy," the
car shot away.
kMARVELWhirlingSpray
xun new vn&riniu
At Pittston, a town of 10,000, Mrs.
ITO-NIGH- T
TT n .... T nmln
.1J t
.1.3
juicily iicB, au eiueuy wouiau pumjcu
latailtly.
.through the crowd until she managed
J
lb
uiidmUI
!to reach the colonel's side.
II He cannot
tlm
Hiinniv
ho nont nn
"I'm the motiher of five children," MARTF.I..
other, bnt Bend stamp for
iusutLW(i iook seaiea. it friTBB
she said.
rllll nHinnlnia
fliinn4l,iia Inl
to ladlos. M AItVKL '0.
."Fine, fine," Colonel Roosevelt ex yalnatle
44 liu.t 88d Street. iEW IVK.
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COL. JA3. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.
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Express

'
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Hhlp White,
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General Express Forwarders
TO

All

.

Parts of the World.

ve Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS,
yable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
!

J. D. BARNES. Aaent
THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL
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Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,"
under ditch, 40.00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 00.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
t.

-

j

DryFarming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
We are prepared to locate settlers on prov- eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
invited to correspond with us.

RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

-

,

""
'

LARGS
ANIi
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

1

The Colorada Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. M, BERGERE.
Santa Fe,

Manager for New Mexico
Catron Block.

N. M.

NEAT

ATTIRE

Gzrm
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one-tim-

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
Take a pick with your eyes shut and
Certainly helps a man along socially
you'll get what you like. That reand in business. There Is no
fers to
the fact that dress has a edal to
ANY LIVERY RIG
do with a man's success nowadays.
this fact in mind, let us call
that leaves these stables. They're all eBaring
your attention to the fact that we are
up to date and any of them gives sat- now making to order the most stylish
A drive drives away the Suits and Overcoats,
isfaction.
from selected
at
a
most
moderate
fabrics,
the
save
price.
blues. Try it and
calling
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed. New
doctor.
samples have arrived.
gain-sayin-

"WILLIAMS
310

4

RiSIKG

g

Julius Muralter, Tailor

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

j
j

l

BATHS

'

furnished, beatod. light

oul'.dlag, thoroughly

IPS

iat

liu-in-

e

,

WOOuY'S HACK LINE

Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

amount

'--

I

a pood
n
and I am sure
t! led Ins verv best to
cure mv poor suffering
lh tie hoy.
Bm. ;das!
of pettini; better

v,as
s

men for college or for business life. Great
of open air work.
location
of any Military School lu the Union. Located
Fecos Valley the garden
oq the beautiful
spot of the West at an 'evatlor of 3,700
'eel above sea level,
ei erv .lay. but
Ittie rain or snow during ses-lcEleven Officers; and lustrt:cte-- , all srradu-ite- s
from standard eastern colleges. Ten

,t:'--

.

employed

t;

asket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop

-

c.

south-variou-

When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these organs always fail. Don't drug the
Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a make-shifGet a prescription "known to Druggists
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restorative. The Restorative is prepared expressly for these weak inside nerves.
Strengthen these nerves, build them
up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tabow quickly
lets or liquid and see
help will come. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.

if-

fin-ibln-

liierally covered with scabs
nd his crie-- ki tit u aw a KB
thruni-'iouthe lonir niirht . I had to keep his
hands in irluvcs to pievent. hi- - si rati hint his
head, as he v. as ilau!i!!- i- Mifirriiiir from a
Surninrr and itchinu' s,
ion, and was con.
t;i!i!'y t: vini; to put bis hands v. here it hint.
"At. la-- t when he v as about tim e veari
old. '.- i- saw an adve- ti i ment of Cuticura and
ilmd.-.- i
t,, try the vi:tnes of the Cuticura
I
bought one rake of Cuticura
Soan. a i.ox of Cm iciir.i, ( iirt n ent niid a hot tin
nf Cuticura Resolvent.
ii
H'eni aiccidins!
fa direc-jonand 1 am
to tell ou the
ht'le sutferer wis cured in le-- s than three
I
v.c a
ins was over a. ve;ir i! l'ii and. now
Iik head is covered v. ith'a hne ji'rowth ol
luxuriant hair. St ratify to sav, all those
sons did no' evt n leave a scar.
Mrs. (;. (). Couvillon, 1'laucheville, I.a., Feb"
-1010.
li,
ruary
The sufTerirnr which Cuticura Foap and
Cuticura Ointment have alleviated among
dish-run- !
infants, children and
adults have led to their adoption in countless
homes as the purest, sweetest and most ami other
4n;itment for
itliinsr. burnirie humors of the skin and scalp.
A .single set is often siiflicient.
Cuticura Remedies are sold thmuchout the civil-t7('werlii. fetter Drill
Chem. Com., Sole Piu-k- ,
and nely
t

South!

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

r

"A a crafpful mother, I feel it my duty
to t:;ank you lor the run: of my little son
who was allium
lor
about eight, month? with
sores all over his head,
Ijmk of his neck and
We
nearly all his fan
trifi! all kinds of remedies
without any relief. We

V

'

?

il

Afflicted for Months
Burned and
Itched
Used Cuticura and He
was Cured in Three Weeks
Not Even a Scar Left,

even

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wet Poim 'f th
Officers
Detailed by War Department
Army
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Tr

!vr

Women

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the(
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
tO
oUrvwfinoA of 50 lbS.
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of $3.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

THE SAXTA FE NEW MBXICAX, SAXTA EE, N. M. hu
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 1910.

R. J. PALEH. President.
J. B. FEAD, Cashier.
have inaugurated a half million dollar tized by the Territory to apprehend
law.
of
the
violators
Porand prosecute
irrigation project that puts the
FBAKK
L, A, HUGHES,
McKAfiE, Assistant Cashier
tales country beyond the danger of The beneficial influence of this is al"
of
the
section
.
in
many
ICUCDQ
'drouth and crop failure; that makes ready apparent
...anlklV nilDl
rwow.w.
f HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING cuiYirMnx
permanent what thus far has been Territory which would otherwise be
rMixr
PAUL A F WALTER
Vice Prrtd.nl. only an experiment; that demon- "Uinned" by "game hogs."
Ed
and President.
strates what ten years ago was deemJOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure- r
ed an impossibility, the reclamation
Notice for Publication.
Fc- Tost office.
06873
of the plains of Roosevelt county. A
Coal Land
Entered as Second Class Matter at rhi S.mta
has been erected which rVeos Forest Reserve.
central
plant
...$3.50
Tho
in
Daily, six months by mail .
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Banking
distributes electric power over wires Department of the Interior,
25
2.00 to
carrier
week
In 1870
Mexico.
New
by
Daily per
various farms for pumping for
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
the
per year
Weekly,
75
1.00 irrigation.
A majority of the wells,
Daily, per month, by carrier
July 12, 1910.
65 Weekly, six months
..
mail
month,
-by
Daily, per
that Prudenis
Xotice
50 seventy in number, may now be opergiven
.
hereby
$150,000
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Capital Stock
Daily, per year, by mail
ated and many of them are now deliv- rio Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who,
Profits
80.000
Undivided
and
enSurplus
ering i,(ioo or more gallons of water on July 12, 1905, made homestead
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
SW
for
No.
8396,
is
water
being put try (serial 06873),
per minute, which
Sec. 3,
SW
SE
SE
in New Mexico. I. is sent to lo beneficial use upon growing crops.
Tansacts general banking business in all its branches.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
.
Sec
NW
NE
NE
XW
me
sou.uun
tne
nere
is
lo
and
tfrcuiaw
a
Loans
has
and
growing
large
money on the must favorable terms on al! kinds of
pverv Dostotfice in the Territory,
ttireaten to wipe out com- 10, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N
that
today
Southwest
of
the
ive
people
personal and collateral security. Buys and selis bonds and
notice of in
among the intelligent and progress
munity after community iu eastern M. P. Meridian, has filed
five
final
to
make
year proof, 3 stocks In all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
New Mexico. Portales gives the an- - tention
uu
me
10
to
ciaim
estaDiisn
lauu
swer to those pessimists who predict;
domestic and foreign exchange and tnakas telegraphic transfer
n.ot ;., nnmhor fi
vpara sheen and described, before register and receive cj of
money to all parts ot the civilized world on as liberal terms
on the 25th
cattle will again hold undisputed sway ' at Santa Fe N M.,
Z
are given by any money transmiting agency" public or
as
y
AUgusa,
As
pw Mevicn
likelv that the insurgents would have vor oil nf ;.tf.rn
as
names
witnesses:
Claimant
SAFE AND SANE.
private.- Interest allowed oa time deposits at the rate ot three
jbeen able to overcome their oppon-- ; long as American grit such as the peoManuel Sandoval,
Crestlno
Ribera,
Tho residing uublic in New Mexico cms. for the
two
Portales
of
does
possess, prevails
'pie
per cent per annum, on six months' or years,time. vLiberal
primary system
understands well by this time, what things: It sidetracks the party or- - among tne nomeseeKers, mat long Ramon Quintana, Crescencio Roibal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
all of Pecos, N. M.
is meant by safe and sane in speakto a great extent, and it: towns and farms will continue to be
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A safe and ganization
constitution.
The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in the banking Uns,
the
of
ing
opens a wide door to 'assistance' from created in the vast expanse that
Register.
sane constitution confines itself to members of all parties. And of course stretches from Colorado to Texas and
2 and ainns to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects,
(Published in the New Mexican, of
fundamentals, excludes mere legisla- the voters of other parties, when they f rom ine io:ird to the 109th meridian,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank g
Santa
the
great,
Fe, N. M.)
model
its
tion and takes for
. a, party
,of
advertise,
a.festival
Portales
Well
a,
in,
primary
pad'ticipate
lib-may
;
2
'
est. charter of political rights and,
ing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the 5
to which they do not' belong, always ,i;lv for the twentieth of this month
United
of
the
constitution'
p public is respecfully solicited.
ertv, the
vote with the element that is against jWnen this triumph of irrigation over
Morning
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
The Albuquerque
meth-jtnStates.
such
since
the
be
will
celebrated,
'organization,'
(jesert
paees
3"iru AxinjiTLrLn-a,xrLrLwrui
Journal further elucidates this when: ods help to disrupt the enemy's army,
it says:
t wo years ago, ior examine, iu luc(
MASONIC.
"The difference between a constitu- first, trial of the primary system in HOW OLD IS MOTHER EARTH?
"How old is Ann?" is after all not
tion that is a real fundamental law, Kansas for the nomination of United
Montezuma Lodge No
a foundation and basis for legisla- States Senators, Senator Chester I.us interesting a question as: "How'
a re1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
is
that
Bris-;oIconstitution
a
L.
and
was opposed by Joseph
tion,
ls Mother Earth?" The old dam 3
communicationk
or Long
ular
tow. Long had shown (himself a su-- lm,st COIltess t0 many years but thus'
vision, a codification of the laws
of eac
was
first
Monday
j5
and
in
a hodge podge of half legislation
of
organization,
perb master
far gllesses o ner age have varied
ha
a
Masonic
month
C.
Ely
elucidated
by Ralph
his own party he was exceptionally f, om c ()(l0 veal.g to 600,ooo,o0l) years.
strikingly
m.
at 7.30
of Deniing. in his speech accepting the popular.
But there was a minority But science has been
making some exH. H. DOR MAN,
nomination for delegate to the con- element of Republicans 'insurging'
seem to estab-- :
that
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
counperiments
lately
the
Acting Master
to
their
stitutional convention from
his
and
against
lish quite accurately within a few mil- - LAN K. McCORD, Secretary.
nature
true
the
went
Probably
of
Luna.
by lion
assistance the Democrats
ty
in
years, the time that has passed
One
of a stale fundamental law could not thousands at a
'Republican' since the earth was hurled into
space
Santa Fe Chapter No. L
be better presented than in this pt unary. The Democrats could not
CuisiDe ai)d
Large Sample
ideal
by the sun. Says the Scientific AmerR. A. M.
.Regular con
speech of Mr. Ely's. It. is the
hope to elect a Senator of their own, ican in its latest issue:
Room for ComTable Service
second
vocation
of
of the Republican constitution graph- but it was possible
Monday
for them,
by
Unex
mercial Travelers
in
A
was
a
there
contemporary,
each month at Masonic
"During many years
ically expressed.
voting in large numbers at a RepubHall at 7:30 p. m.
this connection, has advised the Dem- ican primary, to cast the controlling disagreement between geologists and
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
ocrats who are looking for a model votes which nominated Bristow, and physicists in regard to the geological
constitution
constitution to study the
this they did. It is true that tlhe di-- j age of the earth, which the geologists
SELIGMAN, Secretary.
of the United States. The suggestion rect primary law in Kansas, as in estimated to be at least. 300 million
AMERICAN AND
is not a flippant, one. Read over the other states in which it has been years, while the physicists deduced,
S.
Santa Fe Commandeiy No
federal constitution and see how much adopted, undertakes to prevent the principally from thermodynamic con- conclave
1, K. T.
Regular
Consider
legislation it includes.
fourth Monday in eacb
crossing of party lines in making pri- siderations, the comparatively short
whether it has had any deterrent ef- mary nominations. But in practice it age of 20 to 30 million years. Through
month at Masonic Hall at
fect on any wise or statesmanlike leg- has been found impossible to make the study of radioactivity this old con-- j
7:30 p. m.
United
islation by the Congress of the
the idea effectual. Where the test of troversy seems now to have been deJ. A. MASSIE, E. C.
States. Line up proposed amendments the voter's qualification is merely his cided in favor of the geologists. Some
K. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
which
to the national constitution
statement that he proposes to vote at time ago Strutt deduced, from the
have the sanction of the majority of the state election the party ticket of
of helium found in thorium
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
the people, and see how many there he Republicans, for example, his vote
ores, a lower limit of 240 million years uth d
Ancient and Accented
acare.
at the primary election must be
for the age of the earth. The same Scottish Rite of Free
Masonry meets
"Do not include statute law in the cepted.
The question of good faith
has recently attempted to de- on tae third Monday of each month
physicist
Make
Mr.
Ely.
pleads
to
rests
with
him. And
constitution,
the average termine, by direct experiment, the rate
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
it a constitution that will admit of all voter the situation presents the
at which helium is generated in .Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
the proper legislation that the people
of a huge joke he is enabled theorianite
and pitchblende. He found Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
want, but do not attempt to include to have a voice in the nominations
the quantity of helium produced Jially invited to attend.
that
exterminathe
as
to
of
the
at
the
and
any provisions
majority party,
Commodious Sample Room
400 grammes of theorianite in 7
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
tion of jack rabbits or the length of general election he votes his own by
S
2x10
was
than
Venerable
less
Master
weeks
certainly
bed sheets.
party ticket."
Long Distance Telephone Station.
From this it fol- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
cubic centimeters.
"There is a golden mean in conof
one
thorianite
lows
that,
gramme
Secretary.
stitution making.
FIRST-HANINFORMATION.
generates less than 3.7x10 6 cubic cen-- '
"The Deming man has pointed it
President, Taft's evident intention to timeters of helium per year. Hence
Steam Heated: Electric
B. P. O. E.
out and he has well set forth the kind become familiar with conditions
in
FIRST CLASS CAFE
240 million years must be al- Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
of a constitution desired by the Repub- America by means other than the at least
Room
Every
Lighted,
9
nnmimiilatinn
tllo
for
lowed
of
tho
"
"
it sec
IN CONNECTION
lican party of New Mexico."
V jueiium wuicn are UU1US 115 resuiar session on me
"swing around the circle" and the ban- - vuoiu ceiiiuutuei " s ui
a Good One,
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
route
a
somewhat
quet
pleasgives
in each gramme o month. Visiting brothers are invited
WITHDRAWING PUBLIC LANDS. ant note to his
Lactualy found
administration.
PRESS THE BUTTON WE I0 THE REBT,
mined
thorianite
The expel. and welcome.
Presiweeks
hly
few
A. J. FISCHER,
the
past
During
At his behest, Nagle and Wicker- - jments with pitchblende gave a value J. D. SENA,
dent Taft has exercised the power
Exalted Ruler
sham are now in Alaska, and Senator for the rate of production of helium
given him by one of the numerous imSecretary.
Crane,
according to current announce-- ; wnich is of tne same onjer 0f magni-mentin
the closing
FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
portant laws passed
to
is
travel through the west tude as the value calculated by Ruth-- ;
days of Congress, and has withdrawn
of
Pythias.
Knights
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
many millions of acres of the public as far as Seattle. In addition to the erford, but, as the results are not re- Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
lands from entry, sale or settlement. movements of these gentlemen, Secre-- garded as absolutely certain expert-tarNow
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Dickinson is in the Philippines; nifnts on a
These great areas include lands rich
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
larger scale have been Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I
in coal, lumber, minerals and petro- and while it does not appear that he commenced.
At all events the geo-- . O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
Our increasing patronane is the
leum, and also valuable power sites, went at the request of the President, legists' estimates of the age of the
best proof that we merit yours.
to attend.
invited
Ing
Knight's
A
part it may be assumed that he will be no earth appear to be much nearer the,
says the Youth's Companion.
C.
C.
AUGUST
REINGARDT,
of these lands is withdrawn only so less serviceable in bringing "first- - truth than the estimates formerly JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S
G.LUPK HERRERA
Proprietor
far that the mining rights are reserv- hand information" back to the White made by physicists."
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House.
The withdrawals, it, .should be unHere is a somewhat unfamiliar idea
The Luna county Republicans have
derstood, are not, permanent, but are in politics, and one that promises well, made a splendid selection as their
pending the enactment of new legisThose aspects of government and candidate for the constitutional
lation for the disposal of the lands
needs of the public which come vention in the person of Hon. Ralph
withdrawn. Such legislation may come to
in Washington cannot prop- - C. Ely. Men of Mr. Ely's ability,
light
at, the next, session of Congress or in
be regarded as the broader and breadth, fairness, knowledge and
erly
a
the next generation.
Moreover,
important concerns of the Amer- - perience relative to fundamental
large part of the lands affected had
There is much evidence ciples of constitutional law, coupled
people.
earlier been withdrawn, but, the legalto show that the man in Wash- - with a sincerity of purpose, Intimate
tending
to
ity of the withdrawal was open
is largely concerned in remain- - acquaintance with conditions and
doubt. One of the objects of the new ington
in
Washington, and in becoming solute loyalty to the welfare of our
earlor
to
was
confirm
the
law
ratify
master of the situation rather than stitutions and our people, make him
ier action by a second withdrawal. In
- an
ideal representative, and one
fact, one of the main points of the the servant of those whom he is perto
mitted
election to the constitutional
whose
represent.
and
while
But
convention
will not only reflect credit
the
petty
was
Ballinger-Pincho- t
comparatively
the
controversy
concerns of the politicians are being upon Luna county, but the people of
legality of the earlier withdrawals.
Thus the new law, which was a forwarded at political headquarters, the state of New Mexico will have
measure strongly urged by the admin the country is growing at a great rate, cause to feel that Luna county did her
istration, puts the conservation of our and problems which the politicians duty and contributed to the cause of
natural resources upon a firmer legal seem scarcely to comprehend are be- - constitutional government as good
material as can be found within or
basis, but leaves unsolved the real ing developed.
President Taft will have secured without the new state. If the voters
problems connected with the conservation policy it self. The use at the powerful weapons with which to fight of Luna county will consider their
proper time and in the proper way of If he can ascertain, before Congress own welfare they will make no
public lands, .which are now tern-- j convenes again, some of the facts take regardless of party to see that a
porarily set aside, is a great tissue to which pertain to sections far remote sound, safe and able man is elected 1o
be met in the future. The negative from Washington such as the reason represent them. Hon. Ralph C. Ely is
when there is why the Iowa farmers are going to the right man, for the right, place and
policy is desirable
wholesale waste, but there will have Canada; whether the natural re-- at the right time.
to be a positive policy as the growing sources of Alaska are
T
being "ex- population of the country feels its ploited" by syndicates, or conserved
The Territory, and especially the
needs.
for the public; what is the real effect game and fish warden, appreciate the
of the presence of Japanese and Chi- and the spirit with which
DIRECT PRIMARY IN KANSAS A nese laborers in the west, and other it is
of the U. S. forest service,
given,
HUGE JOKE.
which are destined to be- - in enforcing the territorial game laws,
That the direct primary opens the problems
come more serious as time passes.
An example of that spirit was recently
door to the greatest ballot frauds imhad in Socorro and Sierra counties,
shown
recent
was
in
the
aginable,
A BRAVE COMMUNITY.
when acting District Forester Woolprimaries in Kansas. Tho direct prithe county seat of Roose- - sey and Supervisor Godtlard refused
Portales,
the
will
defeats
not
of
only'
the
mary
velt county, is a new town; it is not a to take the portion of the fine which
majorities' in party government but
where wealth has accumulated the law decrees shall fall to the
results in the election of mere dema- place
it has no large manufac- - former in cases of conviction for
decades;
gogues who would never be considerinterests; it is a mere farming lations of the game laws. They
ed by the great majority of voters,
that has been hard hit the ed to demonstrate by this refusal, that
disor
in their
either in their party
tricts as a whole. Says the Arizona past few years by drouths. But- they had been impelled merely by
c
Portales has people with the char- duty, and not by a desire for
Republican:
pioneer spirit that over- ary gain, to prosecute the violations
"The victory of the Insurgent Reobstacles in order to con- - which had come under their notice. It
publicans in Kansas is due primarily comes allrear
homes and to build a is this attitude of the supervisors and
to
to the primary if our readers will quer,
while to live in. rangers which is today doing bo much
town
is
worth
that
weather
hot
joke.
permit a rather poor
and with men like for the protection of game and for
Had it not been for the system of di By
rect primary nomination which is in Judge W. E. Lindsey In the lead, the the enforcement of law, for each for- st official in. th fioW has been depu- vogue In the Sunflower State, it ls not land owners of the town and vicinity.
ed.
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EUROPEAN PLAN

GROCERS
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Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

Sylmar
The

Peerless Hote
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WM- -

GREGG Prop.

Oil!

Olive

3rCWlL

Ideal in Purity.

SALE

For those who want
preeminently the best
Olive Oil, we strongly
"SYLMAR" It is
bottled from the tirht pressing of California's Choicest. Its purity is abso
lute. A more wholesome 1
or more delicious Olive Oil
it would be impossible to
produce.
ALSO CARRY

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed,
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
Give us a trial if you want first class service,
men,

during entire
month of

JULY
1910

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Laces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
Underwear.
ALL. ARE THIS SPUING and
SUMMER GOODS LATEST STY LESand DESIGNS

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

FULL

LINE OF RIPE OLIVES

soft mum

in-f-

vio-turin- g

want-communi-

mercen-acteristi-

AND UP

r egg's

ex-mo-

prin-ica-

$1.00 A DAY

The Mlowiag

H. S. KAUNE

g

-

& COMPANY

PHONE 26

TdepboBt Ie4 SS end! hare,
year orders delivered

re suggested to &e thirsty as something
cool and invitine
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
KUOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
U

IAll

drinks mads from filtered water.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
miTiinniiinnrmmTTTTr7TTtreii
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home this evening.
a. C. Tretow of ,h. forestrv s
i
at the PllhW,
M. W. Browne, a luerchai it of Las

.U'll'IIWlS
y.

,i

,

Mrs. wmiam acnuuz nas i?one to
Kansas to visit relative,.
Dr. H. Kinner, a sightseer from tet.
Louis, is at the Claire hotel.
Mrs. A. Sanchez, a sightseer from
St. Augustine, Fla., is at the Palace.
Mrs. Rawson Warren and Mrs. Levi
Hughes have returned from the Pecos.

4

H. A. Comer of the

Central railroad

was

New

7

Mexico

J

M

B

V

Mi

i

r

v
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Z. D. Clark and Thomas Holder, surveyors of Taos, are in the city on business.
Samuel Xetistadt, a business man of
Albuquerque, is a guest at Gregg's

'

JVOBAJVKMCCOlJVr?

If . 200 YEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only
at 5 per cent compound interest and you had that $200 and the Interest,
eactrdollar billwere a link In a chain, that chain would reach from New
York: to San TTrancisco .
f Jtfoney grows in ur bank If you will let it.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

INSURANCE

TRUST CO.

&

SURETY BONDS

REAL ESTATE
'Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See

O.

C- -

119 San Francisco

our attractive list before buying.

WATSON

COMPANY

&.
Santa Pe, New Mexico

St.

Mattresses

Phone. Red Eo. 189

TENT COTS

Ostermoor

Furniture-Dishes-Wous-

a

Furnishings

i

The Wagner Furniture and Undertaking

EXPERT EM B ALMERS

&

St.

Vincent's

Sani-

His Time is Yours

Line is all new and complete in every
detail our assortment of flies is larger
'

and more complete, th&n ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty,
Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.

tarium.
Father Plantard pastor of Chaperito,
San Miguel county, is in town visiting
the Archbishop.
Herbert W. Yeo, a civil and mining
engineer, ana Mrs. eo are here irom
Las Cnices.
Francis C. Wilson, U. S. attorney
for the Pueblo Indians, was at Albu- -

Establishment.

"it
j

1HE-SPORTMA-

Hi

DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
On us for information if you are in
can be better equipped by us in the doubt as to the value of some toilet
matter of
soap, complexion cream, talcum or
tooth powder or any other toilet acSASH, DOORS AND BLINDS
We'll give it gladly and
cessory.
than by any other firm, and at a bet- honestly.
ter price too. Our goods will always
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
be found exactly as represented. Our
Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
reliability at all times Is the founda- of
Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
tion of our reputation. A large stock
form a part of your vacation outfit To
on hand. We would be pleased to get
YOUR BUILDINGS

get the best, get them here.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CKEAM & MILK
Telephone Mo 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

trr

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

Windows

SANTA FE HARDWARE
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

not yet rained very hard in the parish.
Mrs. Peter M. Lienau, who had been
visiting with Mrs. Jacob Meyers at
Albuquerque, returned sooner than
expected la?t evening, on account of
the serious illness of her daughter.
Miss Wientge, stenographer in the
office of the territorial superintendent
of public instruction, has returned
from Mesilla park, where she attended a wedding Wednesday.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of
the Unversity of New Mexico at Albuquerque, is in Santa Fe to attend the
meeting of the territorial board of
education of which he is a member.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman of the
Republican central committee of the
today in Santa Fe, arGeorge Curry of Tula-- 1 Territory,forspent
from
a
vigorous
ranging
rosa, returned last evening from Las now until the election campaign
to
of
delegates
Vegas and is registered at Gregg's
the constitutional convention.
hotel.
The retreats of the Sisters are conThe friends of Mrs. Thomas P.
at Loretto by the Rev. W.
ducted,
WedGable gave her a surprise party
S. J., of Trinidad, Colo.;
Lonergan.
her
of
in
honor
afternoon
nesday
and at St. Catharine's by the Rev.)
birthday.
W. C. McDonald, of Carrizozo, the John X. Peters, S. J., professor of
of
well known cattleman and member of philosophy at the Jesuit College
Denver.
the territorial cattle sanitary board, is'I
'
Snnui'intdlliluni
Z,.hnixa
Pit,.
in town.
Father Joseph Pugens the popular,1 Thomas W. Conway of Raton, and At-- j
assistant of Father Fourchegu, at the'torney W . G. Haydon of East Las Ve- Cathedral, left, for El Rito, on a week's gas, are here to attend a meeting of j
tlle board of education of which they,
vacation well earned.
Cnnntv School Snnerintendent Bias are members. Mr. Haydon is accom-- '
Sanchez of Mora, is here to attend panied by his son.
a meeting of the board of education.; Miss Eloise Carroll, daughter of Suo
He is at the Palace hotel.
perintendent J. A. Carroll of tlhe
Sheriff J. F. Ward of Tucumcari,
Apache reservation in Otero
Quay county, one of the most efficient county, who has been the guest of
the past
peace officers of the Territory, is in Miss Genevieve Morrison
town on district court business.
week, left for her home this morning
Director E. L. Hewett, of the School over the New Mexico Central railroad.
of American Archaeology, left yester-- ,
of
Probate Clerk R. P. Donohoo
day for the school's summer camp in Tucumcari, Quay county, is in Santa
the Rito de los Frijoles canon.
Fe on an official visit and is being
J. Ashby Davis went to Lamy this! ciceroned about town by Game
and
morning, to meet his sister, Mrs. Will Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable. Mr.
iam Hogle, nee Laura Davi3, of Phoe-- Donohoo rpunrtc trnnA rnina in nis
nix, Arizona, who will visit here for portion 0f the kingdom,
some time.
j
,Mrs j A Kremis and children who
L. E. Herndon, Miss Herndon, Mrs. haye been
guests of h(T brother
M. E. Dalies and Mrs. O. A. Shaw,'
nH
MnntP- if
p
who came here by auto from Willard zuma avenue, left this
for
morning
Thursday left for home this morning Springer, Colfax county, to visit her
in their car.
sister-in-laand will leave there next
President W. E. Garrison of the week for her home at Belen, Valencia
New Mexico College of Agriculture
county.
and Mechanic Arts is here from Me"Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Buddecke of
silla Park to attend a meeting of St. Louis, Mo., arrived here yesterday.
the territorial board of education.
Todav they went to the Harvey ranch
Census Enumerators Antonio A. ' where they will spend a few days e
Rivera and Pablo Quintana, two
going to Santa Fe, where Mr.
bright young men, acting as deputy jBuddecke is interested in a case be-- (
sheriffs came in from Taos last even- fore the supreme court. Mr.
ing and will leave for home tomorrow.
formerly was owner of the Las
Father Chlslen Haelterman of San- - Vegas Traction Company." Las Ve- ta Cruz, paid a short visit yesterday gas Optic
to the capital. He reports the crop as
good in his vicinity, although it has
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Mes-caler-

order.

COME IN AND GET AC
gUAlNTED Wl'JII HIM
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

Our

Mrs. Dr. Williams
of Hartford,
Conn., is a health seeker at the Sani-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

j.--

you.--

i

lictu

k SUPPLY CO.

Everything in Hardware.

J

n

For full particU'lars call on or
address the above company

ENTERPRISE

JUU

Mr. and Mrs. Cober, of Albuquerque,

are registered at
tarium.

last nifrht
nnprmio
1",-- '
Squire Hartt, a prosperous business- man of Ranchos de Taos, is visiting
relatives in town.
O. K. Lippard, S. Ellis, P. Ellis and
R. J. Watson, all of Estancia, are at
the Coronado hotel.
W. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio
ramie railroad has returned from a
trip down the Estancia valley.
Mrs. Jose G. Chavez and son of Los
Lunas, are guests of Superintendent
Jof Insurance Jacobo Chaves,
The Girls' Club met Monday after-mooat the home of Miss Lucy Gry-- ;
gla and had an enjoyable time.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the mounted police, has returned from an official
trip to Al1 uquerque and Las Vegas.
Misses Elizabeth and Alice Coors of
Las Vegas, are guests of Miss Madeline Mills at. the executive mansion,
j
"Judge A. B. Fall left Thursday
night for Las Cruces on a political
fence building trip." El Paso Herald.
Professor E. O. Wooton of the New
Mexico College of Agriculture and Me-- ;
chanic Arts, is a visitor in Santa Fe.
C. M. Light, member of the terri-- I
torial board of education, is here from
Silver City to attend the board's meet-ing- .

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINSIN BOTH
IMPROVED AND 'UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

s

9

hotel.

s

UNITED STATES BANK

ii
Will

cv'"
tackle, and a few other
supplies, We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to CUR MAN WHO KtiOWS, he viil be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flics, and ERjthirg else
you wish to know.

if sir:

at Kstancia this

week.
Ki

..MtEKVf.

If you Jg

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.
S

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The

fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

1

;

at,.K

'

REMEMBER

THIS SIMPLE TEST

THE GREATEST ENEMY
.SATISTO CLOTHE--

COTTON.

FACTION

COTTON HAS BEEN THE
ClRSE OF THE CLOTHES
BUSINESS FOR FIFTY
YEARS. BIG AND LITTLE MANUFACTURERS
HAVE BEEN UNABLE To
RESIST THE TEMPTATION To CHEAPEN THEIR
BY CUNNING
OUTPUT

SJSTTJTE3 THAT
COTTON PROVIDES
EVEN THE HONEST
DEALERS MAY BE VICTIMIZED BY THE FRAUD

GREAT PERFECTION HAS BEEN REACHED IN
THE COTTON IMITATION.
THERE ARE TWO WAYS OF GETTING ALL
PURE WOOL. LOOK FOR OUR LABEL. WE
AGREE To FORFEIT A DOLLAR A THREAD

for every cotton thread found in our
samples.
royal
no one has ever dared make such a
statement or proposition. the royal
tailors make it in their advertising
in all america.
the other test is the well known
CAUSTIC SODA
No OTHER
TEST.

IN ALL AMERICA

TAILORS

WILL

TEST.

EVEN DISCUSS THE

WE NOT ONLY DISCUSS IT BUT WELCOME IT.
PRICES FROM $ 16.00 To 40.00.

W. M T0WNSEND & CO.

j

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE Mgr,

PANSY PLANTS NOW.,

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

Bud-jdeck-

,

CMREHDON

POULTRY

YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT!

FRESH LA I D KG(iS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Roeka and White tVyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed cm clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs uor Ptomaine poisoning
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
RBSJTOSraBHBSaSBISSZSEEBBOfflnsaM

Hour Electric S ervice
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

w

Me Agents

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

SSBQEEBI

and See
them in

Light Company

O pe?ation
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MARKET REPORT
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jet

Compan

Railway

j

passenger schedule
Iti effect March 1st 1910

(KfHil Uowm
--21

19
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2
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I. v.. lies Moines, N
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8
9
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50
10
9 35
3
4

50

55
!2

0

iJ

42
4S

!

7

4 :i0
4

5(1

5

!!

35

B

Lv. . Clifton House N'
5 Pres. on.
Koohler.Junction

A r

n
n is

...Cimarron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan

SO

t'te

Ar.

94

j

An
'lv!

Ar

I'ark,

7--

22
"'

12 00
11 37

Hi 00
9 40

7--

Z

U 37
11 20
11 00
10 40

to-wi-

hotel

8 55
H 47

RANCH

ARRIVALS

Palace.
W.
Garrison, Mesila Park; H. O.
Riirsuin, Socorro; P. H. Poggenbury,
N.nv York Oily; Herbert W. Yeo and
Mrs. Yoo, Las Oruces; Mrs. A. Sanchez, St. August ino, Fla.; "Will R. Hill,
Chicago; J. T. Murray, Denver; Z. D.
Clark, Thomas Holder, Taos; C. M.
V. Browne,
Light, Silver City; M.
Las Vegas; E. L. Blunienschein, New
York City; B. F. Curley, Denver; T.
AY. Conway, Raton; AY. G. Raydon and
son, Las Vegas; Bias Sanches, Wagon
P. L.
Mound; Charles Alchison,
J.
Wagon
Hopper,
Smyth, Denver;
Mound.
Claire.
R.

f8 37
8 20

9

HOomiects with
toonnects with

K. P. & S. W. Ity. train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, X, M. Hi 6:15 p.
K. P. AS, V. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:53a. in.
SStaue for Van Houlen X, M, meets trains at Preston X. M.

i

Pass.'nsier trains arrive ami depart from DeMoines as follow :
XOHTH HOl'NIi:
SOUTH ROI'Nl)
No. 1,4. is a. in,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
49
11 11 p. in.!
No.
Xo. 7.6
p in.
Track connection with A. T. A S, F. Ry.at Katon and Preston with C, A S. By. at
Pes Moines H P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax. N M, and Cimarron A North western at
Cimarron. N. M , which U depot or following station Oeate, Miami, Kayacio
and Red Lakes. N. M
t'te Park. N. M. is depot for the following. stations in X. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Lobo, Questa, Ilanchos de Taos, Red
P.aldy Black Lakes. Cerro. Kli'ihet
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
tDaily except Sunday
Daily,
J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent,
Raton. N. M
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
C. A S

2-

j

hto-vn-

;

Kinner, St. Louis; L.
Jaeger, Mt. Pleasant, la.; W.
McDonald, Carrizozo; J. F. Ward,

Dr. II

Beck-wit-

A.

C.
R. p. Donoho, Tucumcari;

SHIP YOUK FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

The Best Route

-

System

East or West

Por Rates acd full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

S

-

il-11-

n

j!

-

Tf

Paso Texas.

.

-

.(fa&

rtra

rMt

w

mini

niiiwii-i-

i

vr

E. (J.

Woot-on-

,

Mesilla Park.
Gregg's.
Miss Herndon, L. E. Herndon, Mrs.
M. E. Dalies and Mrs. O. A. Shaw, Wil-larFrank Smith, Chicago; J. H.
Herzstein, Samuel Xeustadt, AlbuquerCurry, Tularosa; P.
que; George
Plantow, Chaperito.
Coronado.
J. H. Perrin, Willard; Pablo Quint-ana- ,
A. A. Rivera, Taos; O. K. Lib-barS. Ellis, P. Ellis, Estancia; J.
M. Hartley, Jr. Buckman; R. J. Watson, Estancia; H. H. Westbrook, Mcintosh; B. S. Phillips, Buckman; A.
Witikka, Girard, 111.; B. T. Hanson,
Denver; A. Gale, Kansas City; Coronado Archuleta, Kansas City.

ASK FOR TICKETS

El Paso & Southwestern

gg

mmuw.i.'."

Served as coffee, the new coffee substitute known to grocers everywhere
as Dr. Snoop's Health Coffee, will
trick even a coffee expert. Not a
grain of real coffee in it either. Pure
healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
etc., have been so cleverly blended as
to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee
taste and flavor. And it is "made in
a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
minutes boiling. Sold by Frank

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

SUMMER

From the New Mexican of this date
1890.

TOURIST RATESvl
TPI Q
11

fRAN D B
J

ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

ma

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

0

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
C.TY OFFICE ,N

AT

jf

NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
Or Union Depot.

.

Two companies of militia have been
organized at Las Vegas and guns and
ammunition were shipped last night to
the East Las Vegas company of which
M. R. Stowell, local man on tine Optic, is captain.
The streets around the plaza and
leading to the Cathedral ought to be
cleaned. But they will not be as the
commissioners
Democratic,
county
and county officials are too busy electioneering and have no time to attend
to public matters.
Editorial.
A little less talk and a little more
action concerning the White
Cap
business in San Miguel county seems
to be necessary.
Whenever the New Mexican can say
a word for any part of any town of
New Mexico, it is said. The New
Mexican's aim is to build up the Territory as a whole and every part thereof in detail. This policy is in marked
contrast to that pursued by several
of our more or less esteemed contemporaries, who endeavor to destroy instead of building up. However, everyone to his liking.

A WEAK WOMAN
AND HER SIOEY

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

Summer Resorts
YOlTKSOW That Op Calisnta Waters ARE BEST;
it is just the time to take a little vacation. Why not go
up there while it is cool? REMEMBER "What cures

For rates, address. Manager.
OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS, New Mexico.
will prevent"
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1

30
8 20
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satisfy the amount' of said judgment,
with interest thereon, attorney fees
and costs and the costs and expenses
of such sale and the residue, if any
MONEY AND METALS.
there be, paying over to the defendNew York, Oug. G. Lead and
ants their heirs, executors, adminisnominally; silver C2
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
trators or assigns.
New York, Aug. C. Call money
Baby's coining will be a time of rejoicing, and not of apTherefore, I, Melvin T. Dunlavy,
used by the
prime mercantile paper 51-master
special
in
prehension and fear, if Mother's Friend is
cause
said
6
per cent; Mexican dollars 41; Amal- duly
mother in preparation of the event. This is not a medi- will
apopinted,
the
sell
63
97
Atchison
New
gamated
hereinafter
cine to be taken internally, but a liniment to be applied to the
esdescribed
real
1113-8York
;
138
Central
Reading
tate and personal property to the high-es- t
body, to assist nature in the necessary physical changes of the system. Moth-- Southern Pacific
112; Union Pacific
er's Friend is composed of oils and medicines which prepare the muscles and 162
bidder, for cash, t public auction,
68
Steel
pfd. 114
render
the
unusual
and
ligaments supple
at the front door of the court house,
strain,
tendons for the
elastic, aids in
GRAIN, PORK, i.Af.Ij
Ni) .i(s
in the City of Santa Fe, in the County
the expanding of the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the membranes
111..
6.
Wheat
Chicago,
at
the
and
Sept. of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico,
Aug.
crisis, and assures future
danger
and tissues, it lessens the pain
102
Dec. 105
on the 21st day of September, A. D.
health to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drag stores. Write for our
Corn
Seut. 62
Dec. 59
for
expectant Mothers.
1910, at 10 o'clock A. M., of that day.
free book, containing valuable information
Oats Sept. 36
Dec. 3S
The premises, aforesaid, are described
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Pork Sept. $21.10; Jan. f 18.10.
In said judgment and decree, as folLard Sept. $11.47
Oct. $11.37 lows,

1. k

Louis Rocky
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In Floral, Ark., Lives a Lady Who
Feels That Her Strength Was
Restored by Cardui.
Floral, Ark. "I must speak a good
word for Cardui," writes Mrs. Viola
Baker, of this place.
"About a month ago I was in very bad
health. 1 was so weak and nervous that
1 was not able to do
my housework.
bottle o!
"My husband bought me one
Cardui, the woman's tonic. I took it according to directions and now 1 am in
good health.
"I think Cardui is a fine tonic for weak

women."

And you are not the only lady who
thinks so, Mrs. Baker.
Thousands, like you, have written to
tell of the wonderful benefit Cardui has
been to them.
Cardui contains no minerals, or other
powerful drugs. It contains no glycerin
or other mawkish-tastin- g
ingredients.
It is just a pure, natural extract, of
natural vegetable herbs, that have been
found to regulate the womanly functions
and strengthen the female system.
All druggists sell Cardui.
See yours about it.
N. B. Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Cha-nooE- a
Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tcnn,, for Special
book. Home Treatment
Instructions, and In
tor Women, sent
plain wrapper, on requests

LIFE IN SOUTHERN
NEW MEXICO.

Where Game is Plentiful
but Bath
Tubs Are Scarce Modern Farm
House.
"Around my ranch in the rough foothills of the Guadaloupe mountains in
New Mexico there is still a lot of big
game," said H. D. Freeman of Carls
bad, N. M., to a Baltimore Amercian
reporter.
"Just before leaving home this
spring I killed one of the biggest ante.
lope I ever saw. Besides antelope
there are black tailed deer in abund
ance and a few, very few, mountain
sheep. The sheep are now protected
by law and there is a heavy penalty
for killing them. They are the
wariest, shyest, game of all, and never
yet have I been able to bring one
down. I have seen old hunters out
west who admit that they have been
adroit enough to kill a mountain
sheep.
"They range in the remotest and
iiiost inacessible region and it takes
pluck and endurance to search for
them amid their rock haunts away up
on the mountain sides. They are about
the same color as the rocks and the
hunter who has not provided himself
with a field glass has small chance of
seeing one. Their flesh, which I have
occasionally eaten, is the most pal
atable of all wild meat, juicy and of
exceptional flavor.
"Quail are so numerous in my locality that it is not often that I think
of shooting them, and they are nearly
as tame as city sparrows, if l merely
started out to slaughter I could easily
kill 100 in a few hours.
"Although 1 live sixty miles from a
railroad my wife and I never get lonesome. Neighbors are few, but we
enjoy going about the ranch on horseback and life in the open air makes
you sleep soundly and the riding
a hearty appetite.
Occasionally friends come to stay with us for
a week who are amazed that they can
find in such an out of the way spot as
delicious vegetables and fruits as ever
they got at home. 1 grow grapes, apricots, peaches, strawberries, cherries
apples and every good eatable that
you can think of in a garden which
never fails me because it is under irrigation. There is hot and cold water
in every room in my house, and it is
the only domicile that has a bathroom
within a radius of 100 miles." Utica,
N. Y. Observer.
REMINISCENCES OF AN
OLD SANTA FE TRAILER.

Jeaseph Beauchamp of Atchison Tells
of an Encounter at Las Vegas and
of Fights With the Indians.
Atchison,
Kan., Aug. 5. Joseph
Beauchamp, who lives at 1117 Hickory
street, was one of the first men to go
over the Santa Fe trail, which has become so famous, and is one of the
very few men left who had any part
in the Mexican war. He is now 83
years old. He left Fort Leavenworth
in August, 1846, driving three yoke of
cattle to a wagon hauling supplies for
the soldiers who were stationed at
Santa Fe, N. M., He received $20 a
month. After arriving at their destination, the men in charge of the
supply train took their cattle and
mules into th mountains, and herded them through the winter. Things
got pretty warm for tbem, so tney
went to Las Veas. About 500 men
had gathered there, and a company of
40 regular soldiers and ten volunteers,
including Mr. Beaucharp, went out to
fight them. With the men was a
priest who arranged a meeting be
tween the captain of the Americans
The
and the leader of the enemy.
American told the foreign general he
and his men were ready for a fight,
but the priest advised the men not to
light. "The Americans are devils,
and will kill you all," was a part of
the encouragement be gave. Taking
the advice of the priest, the men dis
banded. In 1847, Mr. Beauchamp re
These
turned to Fort Leavenworth.
were 100 men in the party., They were
surrounded by the Indians three
times, but did not have to show any
fight until the last time, when they
were surrounded near where Lamed,
The Indians'
Kan., is now located.
two yoke
stock
off
but
all
the
drove
of oxen. There was some shooting
done in which one or two Indians were
killed. The Indians finally gave way
and the party moved on, leaving forty
wagons because they had no way of
moving them. In 1848, Mr. Beauchamp made his second trip to the
west, starting from St. Joe, and ending in Oregon. Little excitement attended the second trip.

If you are In need or anything, trj
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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tract or parcel of land lying withSept. $11.32
Oct. $10.90.
the
in
Santa Fe City Grant, southeast
WOOL MARKET.
of Santa Fe, partly in Sec- of
the
City
St. Louis, Aug. 6. Wool unchanged,
tion Thirty (30) and partly in Section
and
western mediums 1S(, Thirty-onterritory
(31) of Town; hip 17 North,
22
fine mediums 1720; fine
14) Range 10 East of the New Mexico
17.
Meridian, and bounded as follows:
LIVESTOCK.
On the North and West by a line fol- Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 6. Cattle
lowing the center of the Arroya
Receipts, 400, including 100 south- - Chamisos, on the East by a parcel of
erns; market, steady. Native steers land lately owned by Francisco
S.Oii; southern
steers $3.50
legos and by him transferred to
southern cows $2.254.25;
J. Nagel and by the Santa Fe
tive cows and heifers $2.256.75; City Grant; on the South by a line
stockers and feeders $3.006.25; bulls running due East from the intersec-$3.0- 0
ft 4.50; calves $3.507.50; west- - tion of a road known as the old Cer- ern steers $4.2o(g .25; western cow rillos road with the
Arroya Chamisos.
$2.755-00The personal property, aforesaid, is
Hogs
Receipts, 1,500; market, 10 described in said judgment and
lower. Bulk of sales $8.008.3O; Cree, as follows,
heavy $7.908.15; packers and butch2782 feet of ten (10) inch wrot iron
ers $8.008.30; light $8.208.40.
pipe; 2556 feet of eight (8) inch wrot
Sheep
Receipts, none; market, iron pipe; and 3000 feet of ten (10)
Muttons $3.75
unchanged.
4.50; inch wrot iron pipe; a portion of said
lambs $6.006.80; fed wethers and pipe being located at Arroya Hondo
fed western dam No. 2 and a portion at the resiyparl'ngs $3.505.00,
ewes $3.O04.0O.
dence of the said defendants, all in
Cattle Receipts the County of Santa Fe and Territory
Chicago, Aug. 6.
4,000.
Market steady. Beeves $4.90 of New Mexico.
8.30; Texas steers $3.505.65; westMELVIN T. DUNLAVY.
ern steers $45.55; stockers and feedSpecial Master.
ers $46.25; cows and heifers $2.70(
Dated this 27th da of July, A. D.
6.60; calves $6.5008.50.
1910.
Hogs
Market
Receipts 12.000.
BOWMAN & DUNLAVY, Attor- An Ort- n in fiPf-- ,
lnn.... T
for plaintiff. Santa Fe, N. M
neys
8.90;
$7.70S. 70; heavy $7.405
8.2o; rough $7.40(o)6: good to choice
Rebound When excellent wors can
heavy $7.608.25; pigs $8.2508.90; be done
right at home. Con"lt tae
bulk $7.75 8.10.
New Mexican Bindery.
Sheep
Market
Receipts 4,000.
Native $2.C04.60; western!
steady.
A
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'

$4.75(g7.15.

ROUND

TRIP

RATES

Pain anywhere stopped in 20 minutes sure with one of Dr. Sboop's Pink
Tablets. The formula is on the
box. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
about this formula!
Stops womanly
pains,

headache,
pains anywhere.
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for
free trial to prove value, of his Headache, or Pink Pain Tablets. Sold by
Stripling Burrows Co.

TO ALL POINTS VIA
ri

n if

:w Mexico
i

lie Era

i

Effective June 2nd,

ATLANTIC CITY
ASBURY PARK

1910

$74.05
$73.70

PROPERTY.
Notice is hereby given, that by vir BOSTON
$77.95
tue of a judgment and decree in foreclosure, rendered and given bv the CHICAGO
$50.35
District Court of the First Judicial Dis$60.35
trict, in and for the County of Santa DETROIT
Fe, Territory of New Mexico and HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
entered and docketed in the office of
the clerk of said court, in and for said KANSAS CITY
$35.35
county, on the 24th day of May, A. D.
$44.35
1910, in an action wherein Alois B. ST. LOUIS
Renehan was plaintiff and Mathias J. NEW YORK
$75.15
Nagel and Louisa Nagel, his wife, dein
said
favor
of
the
fendants,
plaintiff
12 Hour
and against the said defendants, for
the sum of Six Hundred and Eighteen
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
($618) and no 100 Dollars and interest
BETWEEN
in the sum of Forty-nin- e
Dollars and
Forty-fou- cents ($49.44), making a
total due of Six Hundred and Sixty- &
seven Dollars and Forty-fou- r
cents (
($667.44) to the date of said judgment
and attorney fees for he amount of
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
Fifty Dollars ($50) ; that there is interest due on said amount to the date
a. m. Daily.
of this sale, at the rate of 12 per cent
in the sum of Thirteen Dollars and For information regarding
freight
Thirty-fou- r
cents (vi3.34), making a
and passenger rates etc. call
total due, principal, interest and attorney fees of Seven Hundred and
at city office, Laughlin Block
Thirty Dollars and Seventy-eigh- t
cents ($730.78), to the date of this
or Phone 145.
sale; which judgment and decree,
among other things, directed the sale
by me, the undersigned, as special
L. H, GIBSON,
Master, of the real estate and personal
to
hereinafter
described,
property,
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.

Santa Fe

El Paso

ST STAT

THE

AND

GRAND STATEHOOD

ALBUQUERQUE

CELEBRATION
OCT.

38

1910

A SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
EYERY SPECIES OF HEW AND INSTRUCTIVE
AMUSEMENT

WILL

BE

PROVIDED

THEC. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will furnish the down town night attractions, Fourteen high class
shows and sensational free acts.

J.

REDUCED RATES Off ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary fo' premium lists or other Information
H. O'RIELLY,
JOHN B. McMANUS
President.

Secretary.

L
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THE FORUM.

I

SYSTEM OF
LEGISLATURE OF TWO
HOUSES.
To the Eidtor of the New Mexican:
Some days' ago a number of persons
received copies of a ready-madkindly formulated by a gentleman in Indiana, and I glanced at its
contents until I saw that it included
the antiquated system of a legislature
of one house, so repugnant to every
American idea that it has been unknown anywhere in the United States
for more than a century and a quarter,
and a revival of which would seem
like a return to Dark Ages. I read no
further, as that characterized the pro
duction as utterly out of place among
Americans and in modern days, aim
a
I certainly did not think that such
any
needed
long discarded system
people.
that this extraordinary
Tnt i
full
document has been published in
withand
one
newspaper,
in at least
out, any reprobation of this antiquated
provision; and as
and
or two
a
of
matter
this
and
settled
been
house legislature has
for
discussed
not
publicly
therefore
worth
be
may
it
several generations,
of that
while to restate the history
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WEAR and Worry PROOF
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voters" quiz

5000TO. CURED
NO

WORN
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SWINDLE.
ISLAND PLANT
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assumes

FAIL TO CURE ANY CANCER cr TUMGR
TREAT BEFORE IT POISONS
UttP ULANUi
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The New Mexican
responsibility for opinions expressed in this column. )

(Communicated.

$10!

WILL GIVE
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Don't,

GUARANTEE

iRSntllTE

fool away

FURNISHED ROOM Modern
veniences.
Lady only. Apply
Mexican.

any time reading
it will

J
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of
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tance.

presidents, three
Loators Conkling, Morton, Chandler al
and
in
fact,
gan Fenton, Cameron,
of
the 'leading statesmen and journals
that day.
.
While it was written aoout tne
tne
constitution
S.
mation of the U.
m a "die,
even
stronger
is
argument
pd up(m .n alm()st pv(?ry country
that have passed S1"ce- where the government has any preten- and the years
.... . - nnlir PTtinna,
it was puDirsneci nave
,,sion to being representative.
of govern
sized the advantage of the
Tn the great upheaval
cvstem.
Revolu- French
the
ments
succeeding
.
ojaii,""
fol- form
the
we find
the "bi - Mi
In almost all the
owpd yery generan. in (he new 3ys.
cameral" or
terns introduced in the various parts
mg tne p lan of
aIld with increasing uni- been introduced,
E
m m
.
show- an
the two houses of Parliament
"n- ed the advantages of exi)erlence
,ti,Dr pmintrv. Indeed, tins
this. form. ...Thus
. .
n up he almost univei.
ue
or nepmnnjan
aiu
may
the tnird constitution
.
r,ninaniment. of the
i70r
.i
4r,,v..
i u -- e, oq
aaopteu
France,
go. Dr.
disason race wherever they may
very
a
certainly
referred the
one.chanlber prinLieber mentions having
in- who
r the con3titutions of 1791
eminent Dr. Tocqueville, which the '
in
tv.
mrdofhim theform etheir
eStailllS'lieil Ultr i.i.r..oi
govern- .iic,
M. Boissy
said
m
"No
people,"
of Oregon Territ n " he case
1795. at the time of the
in
IllClllO,
d'inais
a time
i

v,
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Stein- -

FOUND A pair of gold spectacles
on Palace avenue. Owner can get
same by calling at New Mexican and

identifying yaiue.

j

-

m

425f'

FOR RKNT

JMmi

Jr77

Patent
Lcathcr-

I

fine locaiion;
Fria St. C. YV. Du.lrow.

1

-

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles
Real Estate.

Bluchcr pattern,

01ul adult

s yle- -

Salesmen making small towns write
today for order book on l consign
ment line. Goods shipped and com20th Cenmissions paid promptly.
tury Mfg. Co., 1308 Wells St., Chicago.
A--

TYPEWRITERS

pair from size WA up

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.

WEBSTER SCHOOL SHOES ARE
MADE BY

CUSTOM

Shoe Co.

Wertheimer-Swart- s
ST. LOUIS,

Modern S room, two
newly decorated,
niee yard. 1'12 Agua

story brick house

around shoe- - goodness there's a Dictionary with every

n

good,

PRACTICAL EDUCATION fully exWrite today. Albuquerque
plained.
Business College, Albuquerque, N. M.

Beside the all

loon?
QUIZ S. Why do you suppose it is
that the report of the Massachusetts
State Board of Education shows that,
of children between the ages of five
15g9 )pr cent attf,n(led sCnool
proh,bltlon ciUes of the st;Ue
cem ,n lm saQQn
?3
why in eight prohibition
cities, or. ...
ner cptit
if.
,.,,lnMnn
more children attended the high
scnoois man in eignt cuies vwui sa
children out of
Eighteen
loons
every one hundred are deprived of
even n of.ni ninn cnhnnl OfllTpntinn in
saloon towns, who would get it if their
parents lived m prohibition towns;
and out of every one nunurea noy
and cirls that s:o through the common
schools in saloon towns, 47 do not
enter the high schools, who would do
so if their parents lived in prohibi- tion towns.
Honestly now, what is your opinion
of tne follow who argues that the
sUte ought to sell the saloon the right
to damn the fathers in order to raise

A

For particulars in
quire at New Mexican office.
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FOR SALE

:

.

2f4 Gai field Ave.

way piano fur $25.

Wf

impor

n

Sen-

ll.ath.

wear-resistan- ce

-

prop-othe-

FOR RKNT Three ;'i:n:ihed rooms
for light hou.-ek.- -.
iiii.L'. electric lights,

i

plenty of style and
a sturdy
that is worth
while.
Made in
the West, for the
West,, in a custom
factory where shoe
making isof the
only thing

tiality?
strong propensity so natural in pubQUIZ 1. Do you know that the raillic bodies to concentrate all power, roads of this country, by Act of the
patronage, and influence in their own American Railway Association, refuse
hands.
Again, a single body is much to employ men who drink; and that
more easy to manipulate or influence
nearly every other important line of
by patronage or by direct bribery, business does the same?
in support of men or measures the
QUIZ 5. Do these railroads do this
most dangerous to the public safety.
- as a Sunday school
proposition, or a
demaRut the intrigues of ambitious
missionary
nniiii.nHnHt'nli'
reposition, or as a eold- m
IU1II
J"! tt,i r;i
(l
Hill; III:
blooded
business
proposition
and
nower
when two houses share, the
exercise reciprocal checks on each
QUIZ fi. Is it a good business
And in the last place, by hav- - osition for the state to encourage her
elements of which each body young men to form habits that bar the
the
ing
is composed differ in the manner of door of opportunity before them, and
election, in their qualifications and slut (hem out from almost every posi-il
the length of the term of office, as tjon ot great responsibility and
as in the size and locality of the unu.nt?
districts represented, we introduce a
QFIZ 7. Why do you suppose it is
consecutive element most important t)lat a computation of the court rec- "'
in me name in s rl
Texas towns aim counties
ords of
nt are 1hese advantages shows an average of 50.6 decrease in
acknowledged and crime since they abolished the sav

the family

con-

New

SPANISH TAUGHT Call at the
New Mexican for rates and particu- ti's. Beiilgno Muniz.

j

for the young man

--

IS

WANTS

1
i

QUIZ 1. Shall we have a state
partly wet and partly dry?
IOoK SENT I'HKE
QUIZ 2. If there are good and
vith testimonials of hun- the
reasons for prohibiting
rVrp cogent
ailed. Write arid a?v m :ii.
years cv.t.vz I u
sale of liquor in the Indian reservaUnLUMPlnWGMfrS BREAST tions and Pueblos, do not these rea'S CANCER, and if neslc ted it will always sons apply with same force to the balrxri.wm deep eland in the nrmnit. and kill quiriilv ance
of the Territory?
Wdress DR. & MRS. DR. CHAMLEY, S&ffi
3. Is a beverage that is BAD
CANCER
QUIZ
S.
WO"LD
U.
in
LARGEST
the
CURE,
Managers
745 AND 747 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL. for the red man, Good for the white
KINDLY MAIL TO SOMEONE WITH CANCEL man?
Should not the white man be
equally
protected with the red man?
"M"
Why should Uncle Sam show par-

of a chapI enclose therefore, part
United
on
the
book
ter of a little
I wrote
which
States constitution,
which then
many yars ago, and
two
the published approval of

J

this if you are not a thinker
not interest yo i.

Uy Tuinor, Lump or
5ore on tne Lip, l are
ir Hoi'v 6 months
iS CAN CLU
They
lover pain until last
120-I'Ai- E
;tnce.

tubjtct.
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M.

LOST

about

U. S. A.

$35,

Pocket book
containing
a return ticket Trinidad to

Denver over Colorado &. Southern
railway and other papers. The finder
Angio-od.xwill please leave the same at Col. E.
A. Fiske's office and receive reward.
T. D. Cobbey, Suite 111 Charles Bld'g.
or do you want clean, sane and sound of Incorporation of New Mexico and
Colo.
Denver,
Arizona Land Company which was
politics and government?
t
QUIZ 10. Does New .Mexico want filed in this office on the twenty-firsco and Arizona Land Company and to
an increase in schools, churches, in- day of June, A. D. 1910, at 10:15 me known to be the person whose
oetifw n thP
ti,o cpttlpr? in whidh, at
dustries, an increase in working ca- o'clock a. in., as provided by law.
rami is subscribed to the foregoing
no prow- In Testimony Whereof, I have here&M slncerity
when Congress had made
honesty and
pacity, in
sobriety,
instrument, and he acknowledged to
ot
finances or does she want an increase unto set my hand and affixed my off- me that he voluntarily executed the
sion for them, met for the purpose tor
FrencTimen can do, the dangers
government
Jn & single esislativft as- in saloons, gambling, viciousness, in- icial seal. Done at the city of Phoenix, same for and on behalf of said comestablishing some once
tne
at
adopted
A.
and
t0 which fac.
themselves,
the
pojnt
gembly
capacitated men, crime and poverty? the Capital, this 22nd day of June,
pany, as its free act and deed and for
And he aaas,
houses.
withtwo
of
D
1910.
an
mislead
assembly
principle
uses and purposes therein menDo
of
17.
the
know
QUIZ
quescomyou
any
as the
-W. C. FOSTER,
(Signed.)
It is as natural to us more
counterpolse
to
this
tioned.
more
tion
of any
importance
striMn
Territorial Audito:-- .
mon law." Perhaps a
Given under my hand and seal of
Norwav the same system (biTerritory than the one of "Saloons or
case m i
the
is
this
of
Auditor's
coninstance
Seal.)
(Territorial
lntroduced by the
no Saloons?"
came al)
office this 9th day of June, A. D. 1910.
b
which,
,
of
Q
Amendment to Ariticles of IncorHampshire, the peo.de
GUY T. ARMS.
(Notarial Seal.)
children?
catetn.
of New Mexico and Arizona j
poration
New York County,
Alexa,
the
urse they
Public,
In Polnd by
Notary
MME. TETRAZZINI TURNS
Land Company.
j
March
ad- .
expires,
My commissioner
when assuming the title oi King
BACK ON UNITED STATES. Know All Men by These Presents:
ra.es
the tax
bitmn in a
of
constitution
in
the
gova
t.at country
30th, 1912.
That at a meeting of the stockholdTerritory of Arizona, County of MarShe is Miffed at Treatment Accorded ers of the New Mexico and Arizona
by the const!- - school tax rate was a little higher
icopa, ss.
-uthere were so many more chil-- f
Land Company, held at the office of
1 C. F. LEONARD, County RecordHer by Director of Metropolitan
character tlltion of August 24, 1815.
the Company in the Borough of Man- er in and for the County and TerIn the Iohian Republic by the con- dren applying for the privilege of
Company.
Opera
of Representatives, and
from ing to school? ESPECIALLY if the
New York, Aug. C. ".VI me. Tetraz-zin- i hattan, in the City of New York, State ritory aforesaid, hereby certify that
to elect a council of twelve 3tltution 0f 1818 (Senate chosen
tax money expended in prosecuting
New York, on the Sth day of June, have
CnSra nroviding that in future lower legislative body.)
wil never appear in grand opera of
compared the foregoing copy
A. D. 1910, after due notice of said
m Nassau, September 2, 1814; in criminals was from two to eight times
with the original amendment to ArHouses should be elected bystatement
was
the
in
America
again,'
fhl nponle 'Thus in this first as- Baden, August 22, 1818; in Hanover, LESS, as it is in other states that
meeting in the manner prescribed by ticles of Incorporation of New MexAnd if general and made by Arthur Hammerstein, who the
s
have
of said company, by the
peo- - in 1818; in Wurtemberg, September
prohibition?
any
by
Arizona Land Company filed
of
government
umntion
on the Holland-America- affirmative vote of all of the issued ico and
18, private finances show a marked
from
arrived
Europe
May
Hesse
sysDarmstadt,
in
1S19;
25,
I
in my office on the 21st
recorded
and
in America the
liner Rotterdam. Hammer- and outstanding capital stock of the
was ig20; in the Kingdoms of Greece and provement as they do in other comand that the same
1910.
was adopted and the example
of June,
estab- - muities that vote out the saloon?
stein declared Mme. Ttrazzini has company, Article Third of the Articles day
mon followed by South Carolina.
Belgium at the time of their
correct copy of
true
and
a
is
full,
in
10- the- Ushment as independent powers;
An Teas Dippel of Incorporation of said company was
Do the "Saloon-Citizen- s
definitely informed
QUIZ
whole thereof.
of
and
the
However we find that during
such original
and Cen- - Leagues,"
Personal - Liberty that she will not return to sing with amended to read as follows:
"the
T,...1(inlrv contest the supporters Brazil and in all the Southunder
hand
seal of offiot-- ,
and
Witness
my
each L eagues
etc.. intimate that THEY the Chicago Grand Opera Company bei.nampral Kvstem in the new tral American Republics,
"THIRD. The authorized amount this 21st day of June, 1910.
in of their
forms,
connection of
would be in favor of prohibition, but. cause of
states became quite numerous, and
C F. LEONARD,
capital stock of this corporation (Seal.)
with that organization. She is still shall be
More recently still in the new king-i- "Prohibition won't prohibit?"
the"
of Pennsylvania succeeded
Million Dollars
County Recorder.
Eight
Sweden
18G5,
in
and
effect.
Do they also say that they would be bitter, it is said, because the director
Thouinto
divided
carrying their views into on the dom of Italy;
Eighty
succumbed before the weight of
in favor of cultivation but cultvators of the Metropolitan company would sand (S0.000) shares of the par value
Their opinion was supported
Filed in the office of the Territorial
and experi-ntitud- e
reason
and
adduced
ment
by
efficiency
won't cultvate? That a cttltvator not give her an opportunity to sing of One Hundred Dollars ($100) each. Auditor of the
of the greater
sys- Territory of Arizona
e
the
a
and
adopted
of
in
in
in
to
control
make it go.
LaScala when he was
Pnce,
needs a pair of mules
of action
The board of directors may cause said this 21st day of June, A. D. 1910, at
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anniversary and invited 24 little boys
ami sirls to her home to celebrate the
occasion with her. The children play(Continued From Page Two.)
(Continued From Pago Five.)
ed games and enjoyed refreshments
Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular
that appeal to the youthful taste. The
"Leroy O. Moore, chief special agent ue;;ts of little Miss Hersch were: price, McConvery. 415 Palace Ave.
of United States land offices in
Pocket Book Lost A pocket book
Levi Hughes, Mary Hughes, Annie Se- will be in Fort Sumner Friday enra. rioi a waguer,
agiiei, containing $30 wa3 lost last evening.
aiaiy
of looking over the violet. Lowitzki. Runert Lowitzki, Te See advertisement.
for the
situation and arranging for the accom tea Hainpel. William Owen, Helen
Mazzepa or the Wild Horse of
modation of the U ivied States land Kr.app, Jack Knapp, Enes Otero, Julia
is from the famous poems of
office at. this place." Fort Sumner
Opto. Nellie Nusbaum, Bessie Owen,( Lorn Byron. At the Elks' Sunday.
Frank Owen, Bertha Segura,
Pagei Luna Wool Clip Sold Hon. SoloAssociate .lusiice and Mrs. Edward Oiero. Clara Hampel, Minerva Wag-- j mon Luna yesterday at Albuquerque
R. Wright and children have removed ii' r, I. Xusbaum, Joaie
Herscli and; disposed of his immense wool clip
from Saula Rosa to Alamogordo. Mrs. Harold Hamill.
which had been shipped from Magda-lenWright and children will arrive by
Socorro county.
Miss Mary McFie and Miss Amelia!
Monday and will be guests at the sani- .McFie gave a card party Thursday
Rehearsal for Entertainment The
tarium during the remainder of the r oiling at their home on Manhattan next rehearsal for Thursday evening's
present session of the territorial .su- avenue in honor of Miss Mathilda: entertainment, will be held at the
preme court.
Jacobs of Belvidere, 111. Miss Jacobs Elks' theater on Monday afternoon
Colonel George W. Prichard will is visiting her sister Miss Elsa Jacobs at 3 o'clock.
leave tomorrow morning for Parsons, of this city. There were ten tables
Cleaning the Streets The citv au
Lincoln county, to look after his in- and the game of 500 was played. The thorities are actively cleaning the
terest in that vicinity. He may meet players were divided into four groups streets from weeds and will soon tacJ. H. Fulmer of Mishawaka, Indiana, when the scores were made, each kle the problem of a clean-uof the
whi'.e there. Colonel Prichard reports
group having a distinctive color. The backyards.
that the mining interests at White cards were then hung on ribbons susTrain From South Late Santa Fe
Oaks ami Parsons are picking up
pended from the center of the room train No. 10 from the south was over
creating a pretty effect. Dancing fol- - an hour late this afternoon. No. 3,
Chief Justice William H. Pope has lowed the party, which was one of the the flyer, from the east arrived an
been invited to deliver an address on most enjoyable affairs of the summer. hour ahead of time.
Dress Rehearsal Those taking part
August 20 at Portales, when that com-- The following were the invited guests:
Jaf-o- f in the concert to be
and
.Misses
Elsa
will
Mathilda
celebrate
the
Jacobs,
given by tQie Aid
completion
rnunity
its electric power irrigation, plant 'fa. Hickman, Yost, Ruth and Helen Society of the Presbyterian church
which distributes power to seventy Laughlin, Jessie and Marjorie Flick, will have a dress rehearsal at the
opera house next Wednesday evening
wells pumping a thousand gallons Seligman, Foree, Anita, May and
and more a minute for irrigation la Bergere, Holcomb, Bishop, Anita at 7:30 o'clock.
and Ramona Baca, Friday, Alonso,
High Water in Chaves County
purposes
Shea
Bean
Ethel
rains and cloudbursts have fillCrandall.
Moore.
Heavy
If. !. Lutz, city agent of the Santa
-'creeks and arroyos to overed
rivers,
,ul
fe
"'
"'
Fe, who has been spending a vacation
F. Lee of Albuquer flowing between the White mountains
Messrs.
Lawrence
at his old home at Lehighton, Pa., is
Frank Crandall, Dunlavy, Mac-ki- and the Pecos in Lincoln and Chaves
on his return trip and expects to que;
Pearce, Keefe, Edward counties.
Stanton,
reach here Monday evening. He and Jacob Safford, Coard, Van Vliet,
The Desperado opens the big show
of
been
relieved
has
he
writes that
Manuel B. Otero, Marsh, Albert Clan- - at the Elks' Sunday night and will
the attack of inflammatory rheumakeep you laughing all through the
v,as
iiC
L.Mii i.um Vinci.
Robert and Paul Butts, show. Show at 8:45.
i.U6jLiina
Bergere,
when he left here.
Elliott,
Dendahl( Cyde McCarley,
Gregorio Chavez is Dead Word has
Invitations are out for the wedding Eugene Fiske, Manley, John McFie, been received from Galisteo that its
r well known citizen, Gregorio Chavez
of Miss Margaret Berardine'.li, daugh-- j McConnell, Creamer). Wittman,
of Mrs. Miguel Berardinelli, to rett, Roger Fiske, Nusbaum,
Percy finally succumbed to a long illness. He
'Americo uigneo, a well known ana palmer, Burrows, and Ira. Grimshaw, was 70 years of age and was a well
man nf town. The ' ai 0f this city.
known sheepman. He was thrice marwill
be
ceremony
performed at the
ried and is survived by a widow and
Cathedral on August 10. at 7 a. m.'
twelve children.
.
,
,
u'5 ""w
After a familv breakfast, the couplet,
Plenary Indulgence Tomorrow As
tomorrow night,
will leave on a wedding trip to Den-!1announced Sunday by the Very Rev.
J. Sam Houston says If Santa Fe A. Fourchegu, vicar
ver. They will be at home after Sep-- j
general, a plen
tember 1, at the beautiful home the shows appreciation for vaudeville we ary indulgence may be gained tomorrow by all those who comply with
groom has prepared at 116 East Man-- j will get it.
hattan avenue.
The Airdome show at the Motley the usual conditions of confession,
On Monday
evening
last, Mrs. ' opera house. Independent pictures communion and praying for the intenFrank Owen gave a charming party and vaudeville. See 101
Ranch, tion of the Pope. One must visit the
church any time after 7 p. m. today
in honor of her daughter Bes
Prices 10 and 15 cents.
The young people gathered at 6; 101 Ranch Vaudeville here. Opens until tomorrow evening in order to
o'clock to a dainty 'supper. In the; in the Motley opera house tomorrow gain the indulgence.
center of the table was tlhe birthday night.
Change of Program at the Elks'
cake with eleven candles while strewn
Booster J. Sam Houstons here, Sunday night. Remember its some
around it and the other confections Opens his big vaudeville tomorrow. more of those good subjects: The Call
were sweet peas of pink and laven-The old Motley opera house is un-- to Arms;
Mazzepa or The Wild
der, in massed effects. There was dergoing a keep clean and remodeling Horse of Tartary; The Desperado.
much fun over the cutting of the crusade and will open tomorrow night
Airdome Show Next Week J. Sam
cake, every one being anxiou-- to get; with the best show that has happened Houston will bring his airdome show
the ring and silver, and to avoid the for some years. Vaudeville and
here from Albuquerque next week and
After returning to the
open up a gay season in the Motley
lor, pretty souvenirs were distributed; We Cater to the masses not the opera house on Galisteo street. This
to each guest by their little hostess. classes. Want to see all of Santa Fe house has been cleaned and repaired
Irene Hersch. the daughter of Mr. at Motley opera Oiouse to see that and put in condition for an airdome
and Mrs. Leo Hersch, held a birthday good 101 ranch show tomorrow. Just proper. "If the people of S ta Fe
show a desire for vaudeville ai.J good
party Monday in honor of her fourth like an airdome.

Minor City Topics

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

4 C A.

No.

So

NO

4

V

New-Mexico-

GROCERY AND BAKERY

Tar-tar-

WATERMELONS. STRAWBERRIES, CANFRESH
ALL KINDS OF
TALOUPES,
etc.
VEGETABLES
etc
FRUITS,

TRY OUR LEU OX PIES.

F. ANDREWS

So.
.9S3

I

p

E4E3SiB3

1

!

Stel-eac- h

?3.00

Z.&0

$3.50

$4.00

$4.50

IMPORTED RAZORS
fine
razors will
10W

$5.00

!

as low as

be placed on sale this week as !owas87c. each.
""Porters of razors in the United
,
i"t
CUTI.ERY CO.. of New York City. They are
? fl'J"EJM- h
to offer you the following goodsat
nearly half the prices. All
Ifs are u"y Bii.aninteed if not sat.sfactory, they can be exchanged. The
aasui iiiiem touiprises mi 01 me Jouowing well known
makes :
"
wad. & Butcher no. lau
Ben HurNo. 107
imported

ri

-

ferf Q7
JI

Rosen Razor

No. 1 1 8
Blue Steel No. 1 1 7 J
Also a f ew ven? hiffh T)Hcpr1
hffri..
ately finished, to goat half price.

ifl

'

e,

r

-

rf.

Razors

j

Y

I

'

Car-ite-

&4.00 Brandt No. 112, $1.97
No. 110 $2.47
$4.50
Brandt a Eest No. 119 regular price
oi-price S2.P7 each
All razors are full hollow ground,$5.00,
and set ready for use.
.'We
also place on sale 1000 of the jrenuine
r

pill

BRANDT

SELF-HONIN-

Our Price 970 each

.

-

The Brandt
RasorStrop is the best razor strop on the
market
The only razor
slrop in the world that hones a':d
razor
at
same
the
strops your
time and enables vou to obtain an
edge which only an experienced barber can give. 'The Bnm'.t ,Elf.
iev.-ehoning Razor Strop will put a keener edtre on a razor
strokes than any other razor strop. OUARANTHKD never to become hard or glossy. Special -a $2.03 Brandt Safely Uazor and
Brandt
Srusa for S7e. each, I'JAII, ORDBiiS
D,
g

ill

3

r

Shne
FISCHER DRUG COM PAN f
The Rexall Store.

111

m

$2.00 Razor Koaes B7c.

mm.

Orderc
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j

j

j

j

j

, j

1

1
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I8ATIS FACTION ASSURED

rinOI bLH'JJ CORRICK'S HACK LINE
HICK SERVICE

?ISIL

S&rop

BaMes and Saddle Horses

.

August time, tells on the nerves.
But that spiritless, no ambition feel-- r
ing can be easily and quickly altered
by taking what is known to druggists
everywhere as Dr. Snoop's Restorative. Within 48 hours after beginning
to use the Restorative, improvement
will me noticed. Of course, full health
return. The
will not immediately
follow. And
will
surely
however,
gain,
best of all, you will realize and feel
your strength and ambition as it is
returning. Outside influences depress
first the "inside nerves" then the
stomach, Heart and Kidneys will usually fail. Strenghten these failing
nerves with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
and see how quickly health will be
yours again. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.

j

RAZOR STROPS

G

y

a,

OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.

Phone No. 4.

.

circuit shows they will get the a
dome and gem show-weekly. W
not make Santa Fe a cosmopolit
city and good amusements make
city." Mr. Houston's motto is 0
word "Boost."
Suit for Damages by Belen Mar Suit was filed ia the federal court
El Paso, Texas, by Andy Bible, a f
mer fireman of the Santa Fe, agai
that road asking for personal dama;
in the sum of f25,000. The plain
is a resident of Belen, Valencia co
ty, New Mexico, He states in his o
tition to the court that on July H,
1909, he was run into by an engine at
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, while on
duty and sustained injuries that incapacitated him for railroad work.
Ball Game Tomorrow The Peerless team will play tomorrow again3t
team gotten together by seva pick-u- p
eral fans for practice work for the
Peerless boys. Joe Galgano, who is
well known in this part of the country
has been secured by the Peerless
team for the balance of the season and
will pitch part of the game tomorrow,
against Chevalier and Safford.

n.

B

,

101 Ranch Show, Motley's.
J. Sams own Boost Show.
Happens Motley house tomorrow.
Wild West excitement and tun, Motley opera house tomorrow.
It happens at Motley opera house tomorrow night. Go to it.
Ladies and children come to the
Motley tomorrow7 night.
101 Ranch Show, Motley's.
Ten and 15 cents for the 101 Ranch
show, worth a dollar. Come Sunday
night. Motley opera house.
Artigo twins happen in their acrobatic and contortion stunt3 with 101
Ranch show.
See J. Sam Houston Booster show
for Santa Fe.
Best show on earth, 101 Ranch. Fun
Prices 10 and 15
and excitement.
cents. Opens tomorrow night, Motley new arranged house.
See the Baby Clown, smallest on
the road. Motley s opera house tomorrow night.
The old adobe Motley opera house
will be in the best of shape for Santa
Fe boosters tomorrow night.

ESSES

WE WILL
BEGIN
TOMORROW

OUR

SUMMER
SALE

We have a good many things here that have not been
sold in the ordinary course of business; nothing the matter

Hart Schaffnar & Marx Clothes
At the end of every season we clean up
our stock. Goods are never carried over
in this store. We would rather give you
the benefit of the price now than to sell
you this season's goods next year. It
means a sacrifice of some profit to us,
but we are willing to allow you something on the price a good generous
slice of it to pay for doing the carrying

with them; they're just as good as those we have sold
through the entire season. The only trouble with them

that they have not been sold. We bought them to sell
and we aregoingtodoit. They're all things that you want
is

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

.

over.

THIS SALE WILL LAST
ONE WEEK ONLY.

$32.50
$35.00
$25.00
$22.50

If you haven't known Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes from
experience; you can get a line on something extra good. It is
worth your while to know ihem ard it will tot ccst you much
If you know what Hart Schaffner & Marx name in clothes
mems you do not n jed to be told waat this sale represents.

Suits now $22.50
"
"
$25.00
"
" $20.00

"

"

$17.50

This Store is the Home
of HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES.

4t
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